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Members Present: 

ENERGY POLICY 
COUNCIL 

~/ 

MINUTES OF Tim REGULAR MEETING 
of the 

ADMINISTRATIVE RULES REVIEW CO~MITTEE 

Tuesday and Wednesday, September 11 and 12, 1979, 9:20 a.m. 

Senate Committee Room 22, State Capitol, Des Moines, Iowa. 

Representative Laverne Schroeder, Chai~nan~ Senator Berl 
Priebe, Vice Chairman~ Senators Edgar Holden and Dale 
Tieden~ Representatives Betty J. Clark and John Patchett. 
Also present: Joseph Royce, Conuni ttee Staff and 

Brice Oakley, Administrative Co-ordinator. 

Doug True, Deputy Director of the Energy Policy Council, 
presented proposed Chapter 6 rules relating to the opera
tion of the technical assistance and energy conservation 
measures grant programs published under notice IAB 8/8/79. 

On 8/14/79, True appeared before this Corr~ittee and 
presented Chapters 4 and 5 which dealt with earlier . 
phases of the same programs which, when concluded, will 
draw $15 million to the state of Iowa and will require 
a like match by either state or local _governments or 
hospitals in the state. True pointed out this is just 
~ scope of intended action and, as yet, the Council has 
not been asked to adopt any regulations. 

Schroeder reiterated his concern that Regents' institu
tions and local schools because of their budget process 
should have been given some lag time in the program to 
allow time to get their requests approved, etc., because 
right now it is a gamble when they submit a request. 

True acknowledged there are some biases in the program 
due to federal regulations. The major one he sees is 
the bulk of the money for the first cycle has to be 
committed by the end of the year and the applications 
must be in by November 15~ therefore, school facilities 
were handicapped by having to apply for the initial 
phases during the summer months with less staff available. 

At the Council•s meeting this afternoon, True explained 
they will be asked to consider a proposal to take money 
they have already been awarded and grant it in two 
cycles -- one-half now and the balance early next year -
to alleviate some of the problems of the sc~ool districts. 

In response to Schroeder, True said even though a 
request is submitted, they are not committed to do 
anything. True hoped that many school districts have 
already budgeted some money in their current budgets 
at least.for audits of their facilities. Those that 
have not are going to be in a bit of a bind. The same 
thing is true of local governments and hospitals. It 
is pretty hard for them to come up with match money 
in the middle of a budget cycle. 

True reported 1,500 applications have been received. 
and spoke of the difficulty as far as equity when you 
have hospitals and schools competing for the same pool 
of money. As a result, they have earmarked 30 percent 
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of the money for hospitals, 30 percent for schools ahd 40 
percent would be competed for based on criteria to be 
developed. The prime basis for funding will be the rate of 
return -- how much energy is going to be saved and how much 
does that energy cost. 

True further explained that the Board of Regents has been 
granted funds, as have other state departments, for building 
energy.management and these funds ~an be used for match money 
for th1s federal program. 

In Schroeder's estimation, it seemed hospitals have the most 
flexibility in their budgets to take advantage of this pro
gram, and he favors the three-way split of the funds. 

Holden cited several references in these rules to· areas of 
discretionary powers given the council, and specifically 
asked when the Council imposes additional requirements 
will they be set out in the rules. True assured him this 
would be their procedure. 

In response to Tieden, True explained that, although no one 
appeared at the public hearing and only one written comment 
was received,· they are in almost daily contact with repre
sentatives of eligible institutions so they feel they have 
their input already and, also, they sit on the advisory 
coun~il. In terms of the general public, there is no great 
interest because the general public is not eligible. 

Clark noted two grammatical errors in 6.4(1) and recommended ~ 
striking the comma in line 8 and in the last sentence strike 
"solicits" and insert "solicit". 

Oakley asked about the time frame for completed rules. True 
was hopeful they would become effective near the end of 
October which would allow until the end of December to commit 
all of the money. Oakley explained that a summary of subject 
matter was under notice and now the council must make the :;, 
decision whether -to allow time for additional input by pub
lishing a complete list of the rules prior to publishing 
adopted rules. Holden's main concern was that the rules be 
set out in writing. 

At the Committee's request, Dr. Edward Stanek, Director, 
Energy Policy council,. was present for special review of the 
set-aside program. He referred to summary of the proposal 
published in IAB 5/30/79. . · 

He favored flexible rules to permit the program to respond to 
emergency and hardship needs with the potential for changing 
with the same degree of rapidity that the fuel shortage situa
tion can change. He was totally in concurrence with the feeling 
of this committee that rules of procedure and practice for this 
program were of the utmost importance for the benefit of the 
people. U 
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Stanek reviewed the progress of the rules since their in
ception in January of this year and distributed copies of a 
schedule of events for the Committee's information. 

Stanek introduced the committee that was formed at their last 
Council meeting to study the set-aside program and develop 
rules which would serve the concerns of both this committee 
and tb~ needs of the public. '!'hose members present were: 
Andrew Varley, Chairman, Kathleen Wood, Delmar Nelson, 
Senator Forrest Schwengels, Representative Arlo Hullinger and 
Senator James Gallagher, members of the Energy Policy council. 

Proposed substantive rule changes (copies of which were dis
tributed to the committee) which the Council planned to act 
on later today were reviewed by Stanek. The proposed rules 
would establish a more substantive basis for persons to make 
appeals of denials of requests for set-aside product and also 
contain a priority ranking they intend to publish in the form 
of regulations, deleting numbers 5 and 6 from the proposal. 

Schroeder questioned the order of priority of numbers 2 and 3 
and suggested they should be reversed. Stanek replied these 
are not, in all cases, the ranking of the highest priority to 
the lowest since that needs to be done on a month-by-month 
basis. He indicated the proposed rules would require the 
Council, at its regularly scheduled monthly meeting, to review 
priority items and set out what the priority system would be 
for that particular month. It ensures that there will be 
accountability of the program in the distribution of that 
product to the public. 

copies of an example of the guidelines for the distribution 
of the set-aside fuels for the month of September were pre
sented to the Committee. This afternoon the EPC will consider 
whether to reschedule their monthly meeting to occur at the 
beginning of the month so that this information is given to 
the public with adequate notice for input. 

Patchett interpreted Item IV of the proposed rule changes to 
mean there is no provision that the council approve the 
priorities for the coming month but that the Council shall 
only review, and this leaves the decision making power in 
the hands of the staff. 

To a great degree, Stanek said this was true, but he contended 
it does establish public accountability while at the same 
time allows the program to adjust to meet hardship and 
emergency needs based on facts re petroleum as opposed to 
how the Council might decide the situation weeks before it 
occurs. Stahek said the staff is allowed the flexibility to 
use its discretion, and any variance must be reported to the 
council at the beginning of the next month. 

Varley indicated it was the feeling of their committee that 
flexibility was important, since it would be impractical to 
call a meeting of the council every time there was a new 
development. They wanted the council to set out a general 
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list of priorities, and at the beginning of the month the 
staff would present to the council the anticipated n~eds 
and priorities. The council has authority to change 
priorities at any time and the staff has the responsibility 
to carry that out and report to the council what they have 
done. 

Varley explained the reason for not being specific is that 
the Council at the beginning of the month can't anticipate 
everything that is going to happen and they must be able 
to respond to new situations. 

Schroeder wondered if an emergency amendment to the rules 
would be filed when decisions to meet emergency needs were 
made. 

Stanek was aware of an accountability pro~emin ensur~ng 
that the public understands the rationale they use in\ their 
decision making. He requested guidance from his comm!i.ttee, 
the Rules Committee and Oakley, as to what procedure ¥auld 
be appropriate. Stanek definitely expected to make a1public 
announcement of change in the priority mechanism to be re
viewed by the council at its next meeting, and, if the council 
felt the decision was unwise, they could order that the 
priority be reversed. 

Patchett had no problem, given the circumstances, with the 
flexibility during the month between the two Council meetings. 
However, he thought it would be more appropriate to have the 
Council itself establish the priorities at the beginning of ~ 
each month subject to a proviso that the staff could make 
changes in certain sets of circumstances, because he s'aw th:Ls 
as a policy decision. 

Varley responded that the council initially sets the priorii:.ies 
and the month-to-month decision would not change their list of 
priorities, but the question will be how far down the priority 
list they can go in that given month. 

Patchett wondered about applicability of these rules if the 
Council failed to agree with those monthly priorities. 
Varley was confident that the staff would comply with the 
council's wishes at the beginning of the month. 

Patchett was unsure whether the authority given to staff, 
by rule, to set the monthly priorities could be reversed 
without a rule change. · •: 

. 
Schroeder stressed the rule should be clarified to provide 
that recommendations made by the staff would prevail unless 
the Council dictate0 otherwise. 

Holden emphasized there should be a rule to require that these 
emergency decisions be publicized and then spell out this 
procedure. 1....,.,1 • 
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Referring to page 1, item II, of the proposed rule changes, 
Holden pointed out the language would indicate the assign
ment priorities are in rank order and suggested they should 
avoid a statement referring to "rank order" and say instead 
11 the requirements shall be established within the following 
petroleum uses ... 

on page 2, item IV, Holden questioned the use of the word 
11 review" since he interprets it to mean a re-examination, 
and suggested the substitution of the word "determine" • 

Varley explained that essentially the petroleum uses were 
pretty much a priority listing. 

Oakley was disturbed by the nature of accountability. The 
subject matter seemed to him to be one that lends itself 
much more to after the fact, and he thought it important to 
recognize who is accountable.for what and to whom. In this 
particular case, the most immediate accountability was the 
staff to the council and he considered it impractical to 
require a formal mechanism of publicity. Oakley observed 
that agencies have a tendency to over publicize when given a 
mandate. 

It was Oakley's contention that inasmuch as the meetings are 
open, the reports are reviewed by the council and are avail
able to the press, and that would satisfy any criticisms as 
to how those allocations were made in the preceding month. 

Holden referred to the theory for establishing the Admin
istrative Procedures Act and insisted that any decisions or 
changes in the rules made in regard to the allocation system 
must be publicized. 

Oakley reasoned if rulemaking is needed for every allocation 
request, it will create ridiculous situations. 

In re Item III, (c), Release of set-Aside volume, Tieden 
was concerned with the use of the words "to the extent 
possible". 

Stanek described the intent of that section. Fuel will not 
be released in its entirety at any particular point during 
the month, but it will be the goal to retain roughly 25 
percent of the product for each individual brand and dis
tribute no more than 25 percent of that product by the end 
of each week in the month. That will guarantee fuel if a 
higher priority need arises near the end of the month. 

Holden pointed out a mechanical problem that may not be in 
the realm of this Committee regarding the apparent inability 
to shift between major suppliers. He asked if legislation 
was needed. 
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Stanek said that part of the problem is that a credJt check 
is needed and this takes time. It wouldn't be very 1 

appropriate for a state agency to order the release of a 
product to someone who had no established credit rating. ~ 
In re C.O.D. shipments, Stanek said it could be done, but 
sometimes a particular end user may not have the fun~s 
available at the time of delivery • 

. 
As a practical matter, Stanek said, the fuel may not be re
leased by the supplier until credit clears, and if that 
release were to take place after the middle of the mbnth and 
it takes three weeks to go through that credit clearing 
process, then they have done nothing except hold up fuel 
until the end of the month that is never released to.that 
end user but reverts . to the oil supplier. In order to 
avoid this problem, Stanek indicated the Oil Jobbers 
Association intends to propose to the Council the establish
ment, at least partially, of an "anonymous" amount of fuel 
that could be billed through them. 

Holden urged the policy council to pursue a method of getting 
fuel to the end user other than from the normal supplier. 

Varley reported the EPC has no authority to force a partic
ular · station that is out of fuel to accept any other named 
product when that is precluded by their own company. He 
thought this would require legislation. 

Priebe took exception to the EPC's placing railroads as the ~ 
last category on their priority list, since more grain can 
be moved by railroads with less fuel than by trucks. 

Stanek responded that council members have met with execu
tives of all the major railroads serving Iowa and, ba~ically, 
the problem is poor tracks and unavailability of hopper cars. 
Priebe contended there is no shortage of cars, but that fuel 
is unavailable, except through~ "bl·ack .market .... 

Stanek reviewed the situation in July when the railroads 
were short 1.4 million gallons of diesel fuel and the .set 
aside was 1.7 million gallons, meaning that if they had 
helped out the railroads to the extent they needed fuel, 
there would have been none left for any other purpose. 
Except for one railroad, they were all able to purchase this 
fuel in the spot market. Because of the requirements 1for 
shipping large quantities of fuel on a monthly··basis, rail
roads are able to purchase and get delivered that quantity 
of fuel on a monthly basis. 

Priebe favored giving the highest priority to railroads 
moving grain, considering they are able to move seven times 
as much grain by rail as by truck with the same amount of fuel. 

Priebe called attention to what he considered to be a waste 
of fuel and manpower by the DOT's system of directing traffi~ -

i 
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at construction sites and requested Stanek to investigate. 

In answer to question by Priebe, Stanek knew of only two 
instances where evidence was available regarding misuse 
of set aside and they were reported to the attorney general's 
office. 

Patchett urged the council to consider the Committee's 
comments about whether or not the Council itself ought to 
at least approve the monthly priorities, subject to the staff 
having the discretion to change them. 

Patchett clarified a comment he made at the August meeting. 
He had made the statement that the program might have to be 
stopped until rules were established, since it was·not in
conceivable that a particular person who was denied an 
allocation of the set-aside program could challenge the fact 
that the whole process was being done in the absence of rules, 
and the court would clearly have the power to order the pro
gram halted until rules were· established. 

In re Section v of the proposed rules, Patchett indicated 
the process should be reversed and the hearing should be held 
prior to making a decision to deny participation in the set
aside program. It was his feeling"that until a person has 
been proven, through a hearing process, to have actually mis
used that fuel, you have to presume they haven't. 

This afternoon, Varley said, the council will be reviewing 
the appeals mechanism. Also, he stated there is a problem 
due to the immediacy with which the decisions have to be made. 

Stanek asked for guidance from the Committee on how they 
should proceed with the promulgation of these rules. He noted 
Patchett's apprehension with regard to the vulnerability of 
the program to a legal challenge without the promulgation of 
rules, yet at the same time Holden has concerns about the 
rules without due process, interaction by the pUblic, pub
lication, etc. 

Schroeder suggested their position would be improved by taking 
into consideration suggestions indicated by this committee, 
e.g. the hearings and publication of the shifting of alloca
tions, etc. 

Schroeder inquired whether or not there are any perennial 
applicants asking for allocations. Stanek believes there 
probably are people who apply monthly, some with good reason. 
One group ip those involved in the u.s. Department of 
Energy's hearing and appeals procedure for getting an increased 
allocation which is lengthy and they do come in month after 
month until the DOE resolves their case. 

Responding to Tieden, Stanek said there are no controls on 
the prices of distillate, only on the retail prices of 
gasoline. 
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Holden was outraged by the EPC's refusal to supply informa
tion in re the set-aside program. He reminded them that on ~ 
July 2 he had inquired about the distribution of the informa
tion of where the allocations were made and asked if they · 
intended to make a determination of whether this willlserve 
a public purpose. Also, he had formally requested th~ 
allocation of the product for May·and June. Specifically, 
he asked for information in re the special one million gallons· 
of diesel fuel provided by Koch Refining Company as to cost 
paid, recipients, etc. 

Stanek maintained this information could not be revealed be
cause it was considered confidential under federal trade 
secret laws. However, the attorney general's opinion, which 
was requested by Stanek and recently released, said that 
Stanek could name the recipients if he made the determination 
that the disclosure of this information would serve a public 
purpose. 

Stanek said he intends to make the decision today after con
sultation with the council, and.he intends to recommend that 
the information be disclosed because it does serve a public 
purpose and that's pUblic accountability of state programs. 

With regard to the information on Koch, Stanek said he could 
have released that information earlier because it was not in 
the set-aside program. However, those receiving the product 
were operating under the premise that the information they 
provided and their request would be kept confidential and, as 
members of the public, they are due the opportunity to:be 
notified of their rights in the event the information is to 
be released. 

At today•s council meeting, Stanek intends to recommend to the 
Council the information requested be released, except for 
suppliers• information, which the Attorney General•s office 
says should not be released. By the end of this week, Stanek 
expects they will provide notice to appropriate affected 
parties, informing them of his determination in consult.ation 
with the council. He expects they will receive these notifica~ 
tions through the mail by the following Tuesday and, as the 
Attorney General's office suggests, they will start a five
day work period for them to seek relief if they feel that 
determination is illegal, unlawful or irresponsible; and by 
the 26th of this month he feels they ought to be able to 
disclose that information. 

Holden inquired approximatay how many recipients or users 
were there in the distribution of the one million gallo~s 
from Koch. Stanek responded there were about 150 -- primarily 
for agricultural production and the balance for trucking 
operations, most probably going to truck stops. ~ 

I 
Holden asked whether the tax had been collected on the diesel 
fuel distributed to truck stops and if they had determined 
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the taxable status of the buyers under the Revenue Depart
ment rules. Stanek had not made that determination and was 
not prepared to respond to Holden's question as to whether 
the tax had been collected. 

Holden maintained that fuel going to a truck stop that is in 
the business of selling motor fuel for truck use does not 
~uy it tax exempt unless he is the prime supplier himself. 
Charles Haack, Tax Policy Officer, stated diesel fuel is 
taxed at the pump whether you are a dealer or user. ·· 

Patchett understood that records were kept in terms of those 
who were granted requests for set-aside products, but no 
records were kept on denials prior to August 13. Stanek 
clarified that they had been kept from the beginning of 
August, but, essentially, there had been no denials of set
aside product because of its availability. Increasing demands 
on staff time necessitated their decision not to prepare 
records that would have little practical value. In his re
evaluation of staff and prog~ams as of August 1, Stanek named 
Doug Gross in charge of the Fuels Division, and it was his 
assessment that these records should be retained at the cost 
of the time required to prepare them and they have been kept 
since the first of August. 

Patchett asked if, in the future, would they be making public 
not only those who received set-aside product but those who 
didn't. It was stanek•s personal feeling that the same 
reasoning in the Attorney General's opinion in regard to 
recipients would also apply to applicants, and he will be 
asking the Attorney General to respond to that question. 

In summary, Patchett stated the problems, as he saw them, were 
that this was a program that was operating at both ends 
without any accountability, even though it might be operating 
extremely well -- at the front end, it had no rules for 
letting people know what to do if they were turned down; and, 
at the end, there was no accountability because there was no 
pUblic release of information about who was or wasn't 
getting fuel. 

It was the consensus of the Committee that they should file, 
under emergency provisions, the results of their meeting today 
so they have current rules, and then file the same set of 
rules under notice and go through the regular rule making 
procedures which would incorporate any changes that would 
come out of the public comments, etc. 

Oakley commented there is accountability with regard to the 
number of appeals, and one of the best criteria for how well 
the program is run is the number of appeals made and those 
that are eventually reversed. Secondly, he felt, to leave 
the impression there has been no accountability, is somewhat 
unfair to the agency in the sense that (1) it has a council 
which does include legislators to which that staff is 
accountable, and (2) the director is accountable to the 
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Governor. He said the Governor has consistently been very 
supportive Gf this program and has felt that the staff has 
done a tremendous job, but that doesn't mean that the poin~ 
for the necessity for rules isn't a good one. However, 
Oakley thinks that the impression that the agency was trying 
to get along without promulgating rules is a bit unfair. 

Oakley recommended putting .under notice only the proposed 
rule changes setting out the criteria and the appeal process, 
considering the time and expense to the agency and the costs 
to the public and those who represent the public. 

Schroeder believes the Committee would endorse this concept. 

With regard to the development of rules for this program, 
Stanek indica ted there have been some misconceptions: 
(1) Although this Committee did point out there was an 
absence of rules for the program, they had been undergoing 
rulemaking since January and a hearing had been held in 
June. Furthermore, he stated , there is a set of federal 
regulations governing the operation of the program in the 
absence of state rules. 

The meeting was recessed a t 11:05 a.m. by Chairman Schroeder 
and reconvened at 11:10 a.m. 

Kenneth Kakac , Law Enforcement, reviewed r~les of the Con
servat i on commission dealing with hunting seasons, snipe, 
sora, rails, woodcock and grous e , chapter 109, published 
8/8/79 as ARC 0467. 

Kakac noted these rules adopt the federal regulations for 
the firs t three species. The fourth is a native specie and 
the season i s identic a l to 1978. 

Following up on a question raised by Patchett at the 6/5/79 
meeting as to procedure followed by the Commission in adopting 
rules, the Committee requested Kakac to apprise the commission 
that , in light of the Attorney General's opinion, they should 
take action to amend their rules so that minimum voting re-
quirements are necessary to approve conservation Commission 
policy. Schroeder urged acti on b e taken prior to the n ext 
meeting; if not, it might be called up for special rev iew. 

The following rules of Revenue Department were before the 
committee for review: 

Procedure~. i.ll(ll"a', "u". i . ll i:!l ;\ftC 0-175 .. . ...... . ...... : .......... N ... r ............ : ....... . .... .' .. ........... S/8179 
lllotor Cud and sp~cial (uclt:" rs. c·hs ti: tto <i:i AHC 115 15 ......... . . . .... . .. N .. . , ........ . ..... . .... . ... . ... ... .... 8/22.'79 
Motor Cud-tinw tax attaclws. ti-l.:! .·\ ltC ():i 1-t . ................... . ............ ~J ... . .............................. 8/22/i'J 
Assessment practirt•s and cqual i>.at iml. 71.:1. 71.11 to 71.1:1. 71.1.5 to 71.18. filed emergency ARC 0 5 1:1 ....... . .... .. .. 8/2'!./79 
t:amuling-. !.1 1.1, ~:u •. ~J: I.7. !l-1.1. ~l.~ J . ~:i.ii. ~Jti.l. \Jh .:! AHC o.ti6 ............ t, .. 

1 
. ................................. . ... 13/8/79 

Asscs.•or edu<:atiun comm~>sion. 1:!:!.'!. ,\ ltC O.t 77 ......... . ................. .. f. •... , . . ... . ...... .... . .... ..... .. .. . .. . 8/'t>/79 
Pr:~ct ice a net proc:~du_re, oral ~carin;."S: 7.!9. AltC 0511. ...... 1:' ••• F." .. .... ................................. .. ....... 8/22/79 
Property lax cxcmptwns. ch .8 :\ltC Oal2 ........... ............... ................... .............. .. . .......... 8/22/79 

Those present for the r eview included Da rwin Clapper , Hearin 
Of ficer , Mel Hickman, Assistant Director, Excise Tax Division, 
Michae l cox , Director of Property Tax Division , and Charles 
Haack, Tax Policy Officer. 
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Amendments to rules relating to practice and procedure 
were essentially technical corrections and were accept
able. 

In response to question by Clark, Hickman said the penalty for 
a late filed report under 63.8 is consistent with that for 
income tax and sales and use tax. Also, in 63.8, Clark 
thought it would be helpful to the reader if the monetary 
penalties dealing with the same thing could be read in 
proximity. 

Clark suggested the first sentence in rule 65.16 should be 
restructured for clarity, and pointed out a typographical 
error in 64.20 {1) where the word 11 0r 11 should be changed to 
"of". 

Clark noted in 64.13, line 5, the word "been" should be in
serted following the second word "has" and in 64.9{4), 
insert the word 11 be" following the word 11 Will". 

In Schroeder's estimation, Table I showing gallon usage in 
field operations on tandem disk schedules v. chisel plowing 
or plowing is too low on the gallons per acre allowances on 
disking and, also combining rates are somewhat low, and he 
wondered if there had been any complaints. Tieden and Priebe 
concurred with Schroeder's suggestion that the Department 
update the figures in the charts to be more realistic. 

Hickman pointed out these figures are averages and will be 
their guide with consideration given for different soil 
conditions. 

Oakley observed that a public bearing is scheduled on these 
rules for September 17. 

Priebe regarded the figures in Table III of 64.14 as un
realistic in estimating one gallon fuel to winter and raise 
a calf to 400 lbs. and suggested they be reviewed. 

In response to Tieden•s question about the previous system, 
Hickman responded they previously had an unpublished guide
line. He said these tables had been prepared by Professor 
Harl, Iowa State University, and the formula was updated 
six or eight months ago. 

Brief discussion of refundable sales. Hickman stated some 
of their auditors had pointed out that 97 percent was being 
collected and 100 percent was refunded to cities. Holden 
suggested possible need for legislation in this area. 

In re amendments to the gambling rules, Hickman explained it 
was necessary to delete some language to avoid conflict with 
an Iowa Supreme court case which held that sections 99B.6 
and 99B.7 must be interpreted separately. 

Clark referred to Item 3 (93.7) redefinition of a bona fide 
social relationship and thought enforcement of the rule would 
be impossible. 
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In response to Tieden, cox stated that value for rural 
property is established on a countywide basis for ~ 
equalization purposes. They establish an assessment level 
or an average per acre value for a particular county. cox 
said these amendments basically implement 68 GA H.F 1

• 75 7, 
and require equalization orders to be issued to thelcounty 
auditor instead of the assessor. · 

Clark pointed out a grammatical error in 122.2, line 3 -
"their .. should be changed to 11his or her". 

cox briefed the committee on the background of chapter 78. 
He explained, when these were under notice, there was an 
objection raised as to whether or not property would be 
exempt when purchased by a public body. In view of this 
objection, and also 68GA S.F. 159, two subrules were 
stricken. Cox added that previously, whenever the state 
or any political subdivision purchased property, all exist
ing tax liens were extinguished even though the tax had 
already been levied. Under Senate File 159, current levied 
taxes must be paid. 

AUDITOR OF STATE The following rules concerning mortgage loan disclosure and 
BANKING DEPT. report were before the Committee: 
CREDIT UNION DEPT. AUDITOR OF STATE[l30) 
INSURANCE DEPT. Mortgage loan lii~cl..,~ure anl! reJJ•art, ~:h t. filed emergency after notice AltC O.J5S ..................................... 8/8n9 

Mortgage Juan ui.sdusur~ ami n·s•o:-t. ch 5. fik'<i cmcrgen~y after nouce ARC 0-157 •••••••.•••••.••••.• ~ •••••••••••••••••• 8/Sf'A 

Mortgage 
disclosure 

BANKING DEPART~tENT(UOJ L _} 
Home mortgage disdosure, cit 10. filed emergency after notice ARC 0459 •••••••••••• •••••••••••• : •••••••••••••••••••• 8/Sfl'l' 

CREDIT UNION DEPARTMENT[295) . . 
Home mortgage disclo:>ure, ch ~. filed emergenc)' after notice ARC 0-160 ............... • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .3/8(19 

INSURANCE DEPART~1E~T(Sl0] 
Disclosure oC mortgatte loan applications, 5.50 to 5.S5. Cited emergency after notice ARC 0478 •••••••••••.••• •· ••.••••• • 8/8(19 

Department representatives were: Bob Braman, Deputy 
Auditor, Administration; Thomas Huston, Superintendent, 
and Howard Hall, Deputy, Banking; Herbert Anderson, 
Insurance commissioner; and Betty Minor, Administrator, 
Credit Union Department. 

Clark inquired if mobile homes are included as single family 
homes in 1.27(3)f. Schroeder responded, if the tongue is 
removed and the mobile home is put on a permanent foundation, 
it is considered real property and would qualify for this 
financing. 

on the issue of redlining, Patchett contended the depart
ments were inconsistent with the sense of the Attorney 
General•s opinion about the contents of information that 
can or should be required, and he wanted to explore why 
only the Insurance Department rules, consistent with the 
Attorney General•s opinion, require information on varying 
terms and the other ti1ree agencies have struck those re-
quirements from their rules. ~ 
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Anderson responded section 5 of the Act charges him and the 
other agencies with administering and enforcing section 2 
(includes the varying of the terms of the loan) and section 

4 (requires disclosure of whether loans are made or denied 
on a geographic basis). Ordinarily, the Insurance Depart
ment does not examine the lending practices of insu~ors, 
so they have no data base upon which to make the deter
mination as to whether there is varying of the terms of 
loans by insurers. For that reason, they felt it was 
necessary to require that the data base be constructed to 
give them a means to review assembled data and see whether 
there are variances between geographic areas. Anderson 
said he knew of no other way to carry out the mandate. 
Since there are no penalty provisions in the law they can 
impose, Anderson concluded it appears the intent is to 
gather this information so that individuals who have been 
harmed by redlining have the means to make their case. 

Braman reviewed the status of their rules and indicated 
certain requirements for information had been eliminated 
from their rules because this committee decided they had 
overstepped their legal authority. 

Huston told the Committee it is the policy of the Banking 
Department to examine all real estate loans on the books 
of every bank examined during each visit. They have access 
to much more information than even legislative authority 
is giving to enforce this law. It appeared to Huston that 
56 banks will be reporting banks out of 550 that are 
regulated in the State of Iowa. 

Holden recalled the reason for committee objection was the 
concern for the potential of more extensive requirements 
than the federal. He indicated the intent was to meet 
minimum federal reporting requirements. 

Patchett referred to the Attorney General's op1n1on which 
said - "The coverage of the Iowa mortgage loan Act is not 
simply a parity of the federal home mortgage disclosure 
Act" and, also, "We are of the opinion that the specified 
state agencies can and must collect the requisite informa
tion even if the information required exceeds that re
quired in the federal mortgage loan disclosure statement." 
Patchett considered our law to be fairly clear about denial 
by area as well as varying terms by area, and questioned 
if the one agency is complying with the requirements of the 
law, how the other three could be in compliance if they are 
ignoring fitty percent of the legislation. 

Patchett inquired~ i·can an individual who may feel they are 
aggrieved have access to information on an across the board 
statewide basis]" Huston responded, if there were a complaint 
of any kind, they could get the information relative to ·that 
complaint. He noted Mr. Anderson is just gathering informa
tion for his own office which Huston feels the Ba~~ing Depart
ment ~!ready has. 
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Oakley observed that, in effect, they were back to '!square 
one" despite efforts in the rules process. Oakley said 
the Governor has been very supportive of the concept and 
it is one of his priorities, but he mentioned legislation ~ 
was needed. 

I 
I 

The problem, as Oakley saw it, was not in the area d£ the 
loans that are granted, but when they are turned down for 
various reasons. These rules really don•t address that 
problem. 

Bob Bray, Legal services corporation of Iowa, argued that 
the law mandates rules to implement "varying the terms 11 

and that those things have to be disclosed. 

Oakley questioned Bray if he would agree or not agree that 
the questions of these kinds of practices are sUbject to 
examination on an institution-by-institution basis and, 
secondly, if they are, Oakley assumes that from his posture 
Bray did not believe agencies were doing their jobs. 

Bray commented that it was his opinion the intent of the lawis 
to provide as public information patterns and practices. 
Two separate studies have shown that ,.red-lining" does exist 
in Des Moines. Bray would not say the agencies aren't per
forming their jobs but suggested the law was inadequate. 

Anderson knew of no provision in the law which would make it\.J 
any kind of misconduct on the part of an insurance company to 

"red-line". It may be immoral but Anderson felt he had no 
authority to take action against an insurance company. In 
the past,.they have not examined lending practices but could 
examine a loan file. 

Oakley responded to question by Priebe concerning the emergency 
filing of the mqrtgage disclosure amendments. Oakley had 
recommended that the effective date of the rules which had 
been under notice be 7/31/79 to avoid any interruption in 
the continuity. Identical rules had been in effect under temp. 
Emergency provisions but would expire on July 30. 

No formal action taken by the Committee. 

Chairman Schroeder recessed the meeting for lunch at ·12:35 p.IL 
Meeting was reconvened at 1:30 p.m. with Schroeder in the Chair. 

Michael Miller, Office of Planning and Programming, represented 
the City Development Board for review of Chapter 5 oftheir 
proposed rules pertaining to urban revitalization areas. 
The rules were published as ARC 0482 in the 8/22/79 lAB 
and would implement 68 GA, Chapter 84. ~ 

committee members concurred that clarification was needed 
in 5.2 with respect to making any "other exhibit presented 
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COMPTROLLER 
Charitable 
Organiza
tions 

Ch 3 

to be construed literally. It was recommended that "facsimile" 
or similar words be used. 

Tieden questioned Miller as to response concerning the Notice 
and was told there had been no reaction at this time. 

William Krahl, State Budget Director, was present for review of 
.. rules covering payroll deductions for charitable organizations, 
published under Notice in IAB 8/8/79 as ARC 0470--Chapter 3 •. 

In an opening statemen~ Krahl pointed out differences from the 
noticed rules and those which were filed under emergency pro
visions 9/7/79 (to be published in IAB 10/3/79). Copies of. 
the emergency version were made available to the Committee. 
Rule 3.3 was changed from providing "a continuous open enroll
ment" to having the enrollment period designated by the charit
able organization. 
Rule 3.10 limited the number of contributions to four in the 
initial version but was revised to leave this to the discretion 
of the payroll system administrator who may allow a maximum of 
nine charitable organizations for each employee. 
Rule 3.11 was expanded under the emergency version by adding 
after "No cash contributions will be accepted" the words "or 
administered through the payroll process or system." 
Rule 3.16 which provided application for exemption·nr regents 
instutions was deleted on 9/7. 

Krahl said that opposition to continuous enrollment has been 
voiced at hearings held concerning the rules. 

John c. Cortesio, Jr., Bradshaw Law Firm, appeared as spokesman 
for six United Way agencies: United Way of Greater Des Moines, 
Linn County, Ames-Gilbert, Quad Cities area, Siouxland, and 
Black Hawk County. He referred to §79.14 and 79.15 of the Code. 
He pointed out that "enrollment period" was defined as the 
"time during which the charitable organization conducts an 
annual consolidated effort to secure funds." He doubted that 
the rules were in compliance with the statute since that language 
had been ignored. 

Clark could s~eno problem with the rules. 

Oakley stated that as a matter of policy, there would be no 
difficulty in allowing deductions any time. He noted that the 
Comptroller would need to "intrude" to determine what a "con
solci.dated effort to solicit funds .. would be. ·He doubted that 
the legislature ever intended to preclude organizations who 

have continuous effort. 
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Oakley added that the Comp~roller should not be placed 
position of "refereeing the process." 

the 

Joe Smith of United Way of Des Moines urged that agencies be \.J 
required to designate a specific·time for their 11 annual consoli
dated effort to secure funds." 

No formal action taken by the Commi~teeo 

Oakley stated that it was his understanding that the Board of 
Regents rule 9.4, ARC 0450, re employee payroll deductions for 
charitable contributions, would be terminated. Notice was 
published in IAB 8/8/79. No departmental representative was 
requested to appear before this Committee. 

The Board of Chiropractic Examiners was represented by their 
President, Ronald Master, D.c., for special review of filed rules, 
being Chapter 141./\'ililich was published in IAB 9/5/79. A notice 
had been published in IAB 2/21/79 and revisions were made as a. 
result of hearings and advice from the Attorney General•s office. 
Masters stated that emergency amendments were filed on 8/30/79 
to further clarify Chapter 141. The word 11 chiropractor" was 
substituted for .. physician" in 141.24(4), 141.24(5), 141.41(30) 
and 141.71; also, 141.1(6) defining 11 chiropractic 11 was revised.. 
Masters referred to the following "Concise Statement .. which had 
been sent to the Iowa Medical Society on September 4 setting ~ 
out the Board•s position on the rules: 

C 0 N C I S E STATEMENT 

Re: Proposed Rules of the Iowa Board of Chiropractic Examiners 
Health Department (47), Sections 141.~ (4), (6} and (17) 
pub~ished February 21, 1979. 

oR February 21, 1979, the Io~a Board of Chiropractic Examiners published certain 
proposed rules pursuant to authority given by the Code of Iowa. The rules were 
p~blished pursuant to a majority vote of the Board to pronmlgate the rules, 
taken January 30, 1979. In }~rch 1979, tbe Iowa Medical Society, through its 
counsel made timely written objection to proposed Rules 141.1 (4), (6) and (17), 
Health Department (470), Iowa Administrative Code. Hearing ~as on the 
Iowa Medical Society objections on March 29, 1979, at which time the Medical 
Society presented its written objections as well as the testimony of Donald C. 
Young, M.D. of Des Moines and Robert B. Throckmorton, counsel to the Iowa Medical 
Society. 

Th~ Board of Chiropractic Examiners has met from time to time since the hearing 
date t~-~onsider the objections. On April 26, 1979, the Iowa Attorney General, 
through Solicitor General ~~rk E. Schantz, issued an opinion on proposed Rules 
lltl.l (6) and (17). On August 5, 1979, the Board amended the proposed Rules 141.1 
(4), (6) and (17). On August 29, 1979, by emergency rule, the Board deleted pro
posed Rule 141.1 (6), and deferred any action on a substituted Rule 141.1 (6) 
until further consideration. 

Inasmuch as the change in Rule 141.1 (17), now defined "chiropractic practice acts11 

to be Chapter 151 and those provisions of the Co~e of Io~a which incorporate by 
explicit or implicit reference to the practice of chirQpractic'', the Board deems 
the objections of the Medical Society to be met. This definition is intended to 
conform to the Attorney GP.ncral's opinion of April 26, 1979. The Board has made 
conforming modifications in proposed Rules 141.1 (14), 141.2, and 141.21, and 
deem any objections to these proposed rules by the Iowa Hedical Society to be met. 
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The Board has considered the Hedicol Society's objection to the proposed rule on 
temporary licensure, formerly proposed Rule 141.15, and finds the objection valid. 
Accordin&ly, the Board has voted to withdraY any such rule. 

The Board has considered the Medical Society's objection to proposed Rule 141.51, 
concerning chiropractic ethics. The Board has amended the Rule to clarify that 
the Rule applies only to the ethics governing chiropractors. The Board finds 
that all other objection of the Medical Society to this proposed rule comes from a 
peculiar interpretation of oome of the ~ords contained therein by the Io~a Medical 
Society and its counsel. To the extent that the Hcciical Society has any rational 
objection to Rule 141.51, the Board hereby clarified its intent by stating that 
the rule would not forbid a chiropractor from associating with a person licensed 
under Chapter 148, 150 or lSOA, Code of Iowa. 

The remaining objcr.tion of the ~tedical ~?r:-lcty to be addressc..:e Z~t this time is the 
. proposed Rule 141.1 {4) • 

..,~ 

The ori&inally published proposed Rule 141.1 (4) read: 

"Physician" shall mean a person licensed to practice chiropractic 
under the laws of this state. Licensee shall place upon all signs 
used by him/her and place on prominent display in his/her office 
the words "chiropractic" or "chiropractor" in conjunction with 
other titles in accordance with chapters 135.1 (5) and 151.6." 

By action of August 5, 1979, the Board amended by substituting as new Rule 141.1 
(4) which reads: 

11Chiropractor" shall mean a physician licensed to practice chiro-
practic under the laws of this state." · 

To the extent that this amended provision does not meet the objection of the Medical 
Society to the former proposed Rule 141.1 (4), the Board makes this concise state
ment of principal reasons for and against the rule adopted, incorporating reasons 
·for overruling considerations against the rule, pursuant to Iowa Code Section 17A.4 
(1) (b);· 

PRINCIPAL REASONS FOR THE RULE 

1. The Rule conforms to Iowa law. 

2. The Rule reaffirms the traditional status of chiropractors in 
Iowa as one of three types of "physician" licensed to practice 
~he healing arts in Iowa. 

PRINCIPAL REASONS URGED AGAINST THE RULE (bv the Iowa Medical Society) 

1. The Rule is alle&ed to be contrary to Iowa law. 

2. lt is alleged that the rule will cause confusion to the pubtic. 

DISCUSSION OF REASONS FOR REJECTING THE MEDICAL SOCIETY'S CONTENTIONS 

Traditionally, under the Code of Iowa, chiropractors have been one of 
three types of "physicians" licensed in Iowa. s~ction 135.1 (5) of 
the Code provides, for purposes of Title VII "phy9icians" shall mean 
"a person licensed &o practice medicine and surgery, osteopathy and 
surgery, osteopathy, or chiropractic under the laws of this state ..... 
The law of this state licensing chiropractic is found in Chapter 151. 
Section 135.1 (5) further provides that a person licensed as a chiro
practor shall be designated as a "chiropractor". Title VII states many 
obligations of "physician", as defined by Section 135.1 (5), which. 
of course, are obligations of a chiropractor. 

There is no overall definition of "physician" contained in Title VIII 
of the CuJ~ presently. 
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Former Section 146.5 excluded dentists, dental hygenists, nurses, 
pharmacists, physical therapists, optometrists, embalmers, podiatrists, 
barbers, cosmetologists and Christian Science practitioners. Thus, for 
many years, Titles VII and VIII both contained provisions clearly indi
cating that chiropractors were a type of "physician" in Iowa, along 
with M.D.'s and D.O.'s 

1 

As late as 1974, the General Assembly has reaffirmed the chiropractors 
are 11physicians". Section 151.8 provides .that chiropractors licensed! 
before July 1, 1974, must possess the degree of proficiency and exercise 
the degree of care "which is cc'rnmon to physicians in this state" • in 
order to use procedures otherwise authorized by law. 

It must be noted, however, that Title VIII formerly contained a Basic 
Science Law, Chapter 146, Code of Iowa (1973). Former Section 146.2 
(2) stated: "The practice of the healing art shall mean holding one's 
self out as being able to diagnose, treat, operate or prescribe for any 
human disease, pain, injury, deformity or physical or mental condition ••• " 
It should be noted that this former provision of the Code is the source 
of the words contained in rule of the Iowa Board of Medical Examiners 
defining "practice of medicine and surgery" approved as correct by 
Assistant Attorney General Blumberg in opinion dated December 29, 1978. 
Section 146.3 of the former Basic Science Law clearly indicated the 
M.D.'s, D.O.'s and D.C.'s were the three types of practitioners of 
the healing arts recognized by Iowa law. 

The Medical Society claims that "physician11 refers only to ~t.D. 's and 
D.O.'s pointing to Sections 148.1, 148 B.l(S), and 148 C.l(6) of the 
Code. Reference to 148.1 begs the question, because Section 148.2 
clearly indicates that a chiropractor would be within the scope of the 
provisions of Section 148.1, but for the exception contained in Section 
148.2 (4). This, as everyone knows, was the Iowa law prior to the ac~ 
separately licensing chiropractors. < 

Section 148 B.1(6) is a definition Qf ''physician" for purposes of the 
chapter on physician's assistants only. This definition merely was 
employed as a device to clarify that a chiropractor cannot utilize 
a licensed physician's assistant. 

Section 148 C.l{6) provides that only medical and osteopathic physicians 
are members of the "medical" profession". We do not contest this. 
Chiropractors do not utilize prescription drugs. 

Various sections of the Code state that a chiropractor shall use the 
word "chiropractor .. in any titles or advertisements. Likewise, an 
H.D. must use the word "physician" or "surgeon" and the D.O. must use 
the \oi'ord "osteopathic physician" or "osteopathic surgeon". This is 
clearly designed to avoid confusion among the various types of physicians 
licensed in Iowa. Nothing contained in the Board's 'lulP. 141.1(4) would 
permit a chiropractor to .use the word "physician" standing alone as a 
representation to the public. But if a chiropractor is not a physician, 
as word is used in its general sense, then neither is an osteopath. 
And here, the M~dical Society's argument breaks down, because it contends 
that both M.D.'s and D.O.'s are "physicians." 

There are three types of physicians licensed to practice in Iowa, D.C.'s, 
D.O.'s and M.D.'s. Perhaps the Hedical Society want chiropractors 
eliminated from that status, but the General Assembly has traditionally 
and recently rejected that view. The Code places several duties and 
obligations on chiropractors because they arc pllysicians. The rule 
merely recognized the status granted by the General Assembly. 

Clark pointed out the areas which contained only, masculine 9ender ~ 
and recommended appropriate revision. I 
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James West, Counsel for Iowa Medical Society, expressed opposition 
to use of the word "physician" and contended this was in conflict 
with the Cqde--Title VIII where Chapter 151 is contained. 
He quoted from §147.72 and 150.2 and noted that the dDfinition of 
"physician" in 135.1(5) is limited to Title VII and th~.:.EracGtice 
:Acts ar_e-. :~ontaineq -in· Ti t.l~ VIII where use of 11physician 11 is limited 
to Chapters 148, 150, 150A, 148B and 148C. 

West took exception to 141.1(17) which defined 11 Chiropractic 
practice .~cts" shall mean chapter 151 of the Code and those pro
visions of the Code of Iowa which incorporate by explicit or im
plicit reference to the practice of chiropractic. 11 It wa"S his op
in.i~on that use of 11 implicit .. was too broad-;--a specific reference 
to Chapter 147 would have been more acceptable. 
West further voiced opposition to use of the word 11 Scientific 11 

in 141.51(4)--the subrule provided in part "A chiropractor should 
practice a method of healing founded on a scientific basis; ••• ~~ 

Discussion of definition of 11 Chiropractor"--141.1(4). 
Clark could see no conflict with it. 

Tieden asked who determines that malpractice exists and Masters 
said this would be a Board decision. 

Tieden brought up the matter of continuing education and Masters 
listed the three methods for compliance: There are accredited 
sponsors--National organizations, state organizations, sponsors 
prior or postapproved. 

Responding to further question by Tieden, Masters wanted to make 
it clear that 141.5(14) would not preclude a chiropractor from 
consulting with a medical doctor. 

Holden recommended deletion of the word "entire" before 11board 
of examiners 11 in line 1 of 141.11(3)d. Re 141.13(1), Holden ques
tioned inclusion of "credentials" in line 3. He further recommended 
that 141.13 (1) d be clarified; that the words 11J-f any," be added 
in 141.13 ( 1).£, after "other states," in line 2; and that ~',if any," 
be added in 141.13(1) 3.. after 11has practiced," in line 3. 
Holden continued by recommending that the word "shall" be substitutel 
for 11may" in 141.13(3) since "may" seemed to imply that there were 
no mandatory requirements. 

Discussion of 141.13(ll)·which provided: .. Any failing paper must be 
reviewed by the entire board (professional membars only)." Holden 
thought public members should be included. 

Holden took the position that 141.14(6), second sentence re 
reciprocal license, was discriminatory since it required an appli
cant to have two years of full-time practice before making applica
tion. 

Masters noted that, due to two court cases pending, Iowa does not 
have reciprocity at this time. 
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Holden was critical of language in 141.24(25)--"delegation\of 
chiropractic services". It was his contention this would be un
lawful. In addition, he questioned Masters as to who makes the 
inspection to determine if "sound professional standards" have U 
been met--141.24(27). 

Masters indicated the board would make the determination 
the task to the local health board. 
Holden felt more detailed standards would be preferable. 

or delegate 
'i 

I 
I 

I 
I 

Holden referred to nebulous language in 141.41(1) with res~ect to 
disciplinary procedure which provided an "alternative to t}je 
procedure stated in Code sections 147.58 to 147.71." Masters 
responded this was included at the suggestion of the Attorney 
General in an attempt to placate conflicting statutes. Royce 
noted that "older statutes in Chapter 147" do indeed offer "alterna
tives" which conflict with the later enactment--Chapter 258A. 

Discussion of continuing education requirements. 

Objection Holden moved to object uo 141.13(11) on the grounds that is goes 
141.13 beyond the statutory authority. 

Failed Roll call on the motion showed Schroeder and Holden voting "aye" 
Priebe, Clark, Tieden and Patchett "no". Motion lost. 

Recess 

Schroeder brought up the definition of "chiropractor 11 for furthe.r: '!.__) 

discussion--141.1(4). It was his opinion this could be interpretear 
to prevent a chiropractor from practicing if he were not a physician. 

Masters could ~ee no proble~~he common definition of physician 
includes chiropractor and he referred again to 135.1 of the Code. 

Oakley returned to the meeting and asked for a recap of the Commit
tee's position concerning the rules (Ch 141). He had been absen·t 
for the discussion be·cause of a previous commitment. i 
Schroeder summarized problem areas. Clark emphasized the need 
to amend 141.1(17) by deleting the word "implicit". 
Priebe questioned Oakley as to his position on the rules. He 
had no statement to make at this time but added the Governor•s 
office will be reviewing the rules carefully before the\.r October 11 
effective date. 

. ! 

Chairman Schroeder recessed the meeting at 4:15 p.m. and reconvened 
it at 4:25 p.m. 

CAMPAIGN C~mthia Eisenhaur, Director, Campaign Finance Disclosure Commission, 
FINANCE appeared for review of their rule 4.16, 5/30/79 IAB, which was • 
DISCLOSUREdelayed for 70 days by this Committee at its June meeting. . 

An Attorney General opinion on the legality of the rule was fssued~ 
as requested by the Commission and held that statutory autho~ity 
had been exceeded in promulgating the rule. However, the AG ~· 
had concurred with the concept and suggested legislation to achieve 
the purpose. 
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Discussion of appropriate action to be taken by this Committee. 

Priebe moved to delay CFD rule 4.16 forty-five days into the next 
General Assembly. Motion carried with 5 ayes. Tieden voted "no 11

• 

SOCIAL Social·Services Department was represented by Judith Welp, Policy, 
SERVICES Research and Analysis; Mary Eldred and Jane Jorgenson, Food Programs~ 

Joe Mahrenholz and Gary Gesaman, Medical Division; Charles Ballinger 
Penny Bjornstad. The following rules were before the Committee: 

AAI~CC. rt-sr.xm.sibilit_it•s of rt'<.'ipit.•nt'\, -10.7(-1) ARC 0504 .......•........••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••• ~· .•••.••••.•••• 8/22.'79 

F 
. ..l. pt•r•od of adJ ustnlt.•n t, ·ll.~ .J 1 A UC 050:1. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . • • . • • • • • • • . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • . • • • • • • 8/22/7~) 

()(IU Stamp prof{rarn Udlllifli..:tr•ll'Uf\ f':"' 'J f1'lc· 1 • n ro • • A.J>c 049!" u••J•J/-11} M . • . • I • Jo),o), u cr ergcnc~ .:1. " i), •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ot~~ . 

I 
edll'al :;ervice.s. 7~.1(11) :\Itt; O!i02 .. o •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 8/22;7~' 

- _n_lermediatc care faciliti•.•.s, in\·oluntary tran.sft.•r or discharge of re~idents, tH.S AltC 0516 .....••••.•••••••.••••••••• 8/2217H 
ADC. eligibility factors. oll.2(-t), 41.2(5-1:3) ARC 0499 0 0 o. o •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 8/22/79 
ADC. computation of income, oH.7(.1)''i'._ 41.8(3)'"a" AUC 0491 ....................................................... 8/22/7H 
Food stamp program. ch ti5 :\ I!C o.t 9ol • o • o • o 0 o 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 8/22/7!1 
Medical assistance. former rl'cipienl'\, 75ol(~) ARC 0498 .... 0 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 8/2217~' 
Medical assistance, authorization proc~ss. ~0.5( 1 ). ~Oo5(:1) ARC 0497 ....... 0 0 ••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 8/22/79 
Intermediate care facilities. payment procedures. ~1.10(4)"r'. ~1.10(5) ARC 0493 ..................................... 8/2"1./79 
Intermediate care facilities fur mentally retarued. 82.2. ~2.3(1). 82.4. 82.7. 82.8. 82.10(3), 

82.11. 82.12. ~2.1-1( 1) l\lit: 0-196 . 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 8/22/79 
IA!gal services. ch 159 AltC 0492 ... 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 8/22/79 

ADC Amendments to Chapter 41 were acceptable. In answer to Priebe, 

Food 
Stamps 

\._) 

' 

Welp said the rules are basically the same as those under which 
the Department has been operating. 

Priebe wondered how successful the direct mail service for food 
stamps had been. Department officials indicated losses are 
reported and there is no record of serial numbers on the coupons. 
Priebe requested the Department to provide him with percentages 
of loss. 

Clark raised question re 65.6(1) and 65.6(3}--delays in certifica
tion. Welp explained that the department is supposed to process 
food stamp applications within 30 days and prior to these rules 
there were no options available. Re 65.6(3), Clark could not 
conceive a local office allowing delay beyond 60 days and she was 
disturbed to see this concept in a rule. 
Oakley noted that this matter was brought out at the public hearing 
and it was the consensus that information held beyond 60 days would 
not be valid. He concluded it will be difficult to evaluate the 
program for at least a year. 

Discussion of 65.8--utility allowance. Jorgenson said the table 
would be changed annually as mandated by federal regulations. 
Oakley reasoned that allowances for home heating oil was of great 
concern and he was interested in reviewing the entire process with 
the department. 

Regarding the 11hotline 11 for complaints or questions about the food 
stamp program, Schroeder thought this service was discriminatory. 
Welp indicated that persons can call collect concerning any of 
the programs. Schroeder could forsee abuse of this privilege. 
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Welp stated that J5.1(8) was intended to clarify the procedure 
for allowing four months of medical expenses following terminati~ 
of ADC benefits. Bjornstad emphasized the procedure was an ·effor~ 
to provide extra help so it would not be necessary for the rec~pient 
to return to the ADC rolls. 

Amendments to Chapters 80, 81 and 82 were acceptable as puJlished. 

Pat~hett rasied question as to the legality of 159.1(2) pertaining 
to a 11provider of legal services... The rule would require the 
provider to be a nonprofit legal aid organization. He considered 
this to be inconsistent with the Cannon of Ethics of the bar. He 
continued that the department could not terminate the client-attor
ney relationship; they could terminate the payment of services. 
Secondly, it would be improper for the department to terminate 
the legal services when it is "deemed to be :in the best int-erest 
of the client" as provided in 159.5. He recommended placing a 
period after 11 Service 11 in line 3 of 159.5. 

Oakley wondered what options are available to the Department to 
avoid payment of unwarranted legal services and at what point 
can this be discontinued. 
Schroeder proposed amendment to 159.5 by adding at the beginning, 
before "Legal services .. the words "payment for 11

• 

Oakley agreed that Patchett had made a valid point and he was will
ing to work with the department for alternatives. 
Welp indicated they would be amenable to making revisions as 
recommended. 

Royce wondered what mechanism were available to ensure against 
pointless litigation. Oakley indicated that this area is being 
studied. 

Amendments to 40.7(4) and 41.8(4) were acceptable as published. 

Discussion of 78.l(ll)which sets out criteria for payment of 
surgery for treatment of qbesity in any hospital. 
Priebe wondered how the Department arrived at the 175 percentage 
of ideal weight. Bjornstad responded thatfuey followed criteria 
based on the Iowa Foundation for Medical Care. 
Oakley was concerned as~the exclusion of the alcoholic from 
treatment under the rule. He favored some discretion. 
Bjornstad noted that the rule speaks of 11 nonalcoholic" which is 
a condition at a given time. Many of these victims would not be 
physically able to withstand surgery. Ballinger indicated ~he 
matter is being reviewed. · ~ 

65.3, updating a reference, was acceptable as published. 
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COMMERCE Wallace Dick and Dave Conn were present for review of proposed 
Warehouse,chapters 12 and 13 pertaining to bonded warehous~ and licensed 
Grain grain deaiers.. They were published in 8/22/79 lAB as ARC 0486. 

".,.) Dealers 
In an opening statement, Dick said many of the changes were 
merely for clarification of existing rules. A major change was 
the sentence: "Only assets subject to execution will be allowed 
in determining net worth." This language was added to 12.4-
financial statements--upon recommendation of the legislature 
last year. Rules per.1::aining to grain dealers are ne\oJ and will 
implement Chapters 542 and 542A~ of the Code. 

Schroeder ques·tioned the legaiity of the first paragraph of 12.13(1 
which p1:ovided in part that "Grain will be construed as storage 
at any time less than 30 days if the receiving warehouseman has a 
policy specifying when such grain will be construed as storage. 
Such policy must be posted at all times in a conspicuous location 
in the place of business... Dick recalled the statute provides 
11 no later than 30 days" and their procedure will better serve 
the public. Schroeder declared they could not allow an option 
by rule. Priebe concurred with Schroeder that the time could not 
be shortened. 

Conn quoted from the law and could not interpret it to preclude 
a warehouseman from setting a policy of less than thirty days. 

Schroeder challenged the department re authority to require 
storage facilities to provide ventilation and may require installa
tion of aeration equipment to preserve the quality of stored prod~ 
ucts. Dick cited §543.2 and 543.8 of tha Code as their authority. 

In answer to Oakley, Conn said the statute gives the Commission 
general supervision over storage, warehousing, classifying accord
ing to grade and otherwise weighing and certification of agricul
tural products and inspection as to quantity and quality. 

Oakley raised question as to whether the Commission was approp
riately in the category of prevention. He asked if the rules 
would provide substantive departure from past procedures and 
Dick replied that they would not. They have required aeration 
in the past and have denied licenses when it was lacking. The 
federal government has always followed this pract.ice and all 
other states do, also. Dick admitted there were no rules pre
viously to require aeration equipment but they had relied on 
the statute. 

Priebe made it clear he would oppose the rules when filed if 
they have not been modified. 
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Dick emphasized that 
Cont'd measures are needed to avoid loss. 

Recess 

Schroeder and Priebe took the position that 12.25(2) ~ and b 
also exceeded statutory authority with respect to temporary storage 
facilities. Paragraph A dealt with aeration equipment and 
b would require asphalt or concrete base.for each storage unit. 

Brief discussion of Chapter 13. Clar~ noted that the wordl·"be" 
should be inserted before "limited 11 in line 4 of 13.11 (1).: 

No formal action taken. 

Chairman Schroeder recessed the meeting at 6:10p.m. to be 
reconvened at 9:00 a.m., Wednesday, September 12, 1979. 

· .. 
~ 

"' 
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Reconvened Chairman Schroeder reconvened the meeting at 9:15 a.m. in 
Senate Committee Room 22. All members were present. 

~PUBLIC 

INSTRUC
TION 

Human 
Relations 

The Department of Public Instruction was represented by Orrin 
Nearho~f, Director of Teacher Education and Certification. 
Before the Committee for consideration were filed amendments 
to 13.8, 14.3, 15.21, 15.41, 16.13 as published in lAB 8/8/79 
ARC 0466. Also, this Committee had requested the Department to 
be prepared to answer questions concerning Chapter 13 of their 
r~les with respect to the required human relations course. 

The filed amendments were acceptable to the Committee as published. 
Also, the proposal to rescind Chapter 21 was unopposed--lAB 
8/8/79, ARC 0465. 

Nearhoof reviewed briefly their existing rules governing human 
relations requirements for teacher education and certification--
13.18 to 13.22. 

Virgil Corey~ Representative for the 83rd District~ appeared be
fore the Committee to comment on a human relations course of 
study offered by the Heartland Area Edqcation Agency. He had 
provided Committee members with an index of the curriculum 
which included such topics as "Me-In-A-Box n ~ "People Building" , 

11Luxury Liner Cruise 11 ~ to name a few. 
Corey said the course_was brought to his attention by some 
school administrators and teachers. He questioned whether the 
human relations caxse should be mandated. He referred to differ 
ences and inconsistencies. Teachers have confided to him that 
the course parallels with "Project teach" which they had previously 
Many of them consider the course of little value. Corey thought 
the cause was mandated without sufficient consideration of the im
pact. He pointed out that costs to teachers vary from $40 to $200. 

Schroeder and Priebe mentioned the avenues available to opponents. 
Corey said that people are hesitant to challenge the DPI. 

Nearhoof recalled that only 4 persons attended the hearing on 
the rules in the fall of 1975. Even now he has had no adverse 
criticism. 

Patchett saw a basic problem was many of the text books and in
structional materials were sexist. As Chairman of the Education 
Committee in the legislature, he encountered many educators who wer 
not open-mindedto multicultural nonsexist concepts. He viewed 
the law as legislative intent t~ make people sensitive to this 
type of program. He concluded that it may be years before the 
advantages will be realized. 
Patchett reco~~ended a complete review of all the human relations 
prcgrams by DPI. 
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Nearhoof remarked that each program is given two-year appjoval 
unless the State Bqard change .. s its policy. He said that even 
though contents may be basically the. same, the delivery method 
may be different in various institutions. 

Clark reported that she had spoken with a number of teachers who 
were desirous of following leadership in their professionbut 
after becoming involved in the program they realized it was a 

i reiteration of previous training. Teachers are not opposed to 
the concept but feel that seminars would be less costly and a more 
effective approach. 

Holden commented that a legislative intent "often mushrooms out 
of proportion" and he made reference to computer proliferation. 

Oakley observed that Corey has raised the "consciousness of 
the public to the problem"but it seemed appropriate to allow the 
Department to evaluate complaints and make a determination. 

) 

He agreed the Heartland course contents looked somewhat "bizarre .. 
but doubted a fair evaluation could be made from that alone. 

Nearhoof assured the Committee he would take the initiative to 
review, without formal request, not only the Heartland program 
but all that have been approved. 

Priebe thought the Committee should go on record as requesting ~ 
that these programs be referred to appropriate legislative committees 
--Chairmen of Schools Committee and Appropriation Committee on 
Schools. 

Tieden pointed out that he knew of dissatisfaction with the way 
funds are being spent on these programs. 

No formal action taken. 

Bette Duncan, Counsel, represented the Agriculture Department for 
review of the following: 11Half-price 11 gasoline sales, 55.47, 
filed emergency as ARC 0449 and Pesticides, apiaries, 10.3~, 

filed as ARC 0469, both we~e published in 8/8/79 IAB. 
Other interested persons in attendance were: Glen Stanley, State 
Apiarist; Representative Phil Davitt; Ellsworth Gustafson, Ibwa 

I 
Honey Producers; and Steve Schoenbaum, Attorney, who represented 
Iowa Fertilizer and Chemical Association. 

Duncan briefly explained the purpose of 55.47. 
Holden took the position that the Department was too hasty in prom- - . 
ulgating the rule to authorize half-gallon pricing for gasoline. 
He contended that oil companies have been aware of this matter fo:t\._./ 
years. 
Duncan said they had been criticized for not implementing the rule 
sooner. 
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Oakley supported the rule and said the "timeliness was fully 
justified." 
Question was raised as to whether all pumps in a given station 
had to be converted and the Department made the determination 
this was the best procedure. 
Clark favored the directive. She was inclined to agree with 
Holden's position but she realized it was the station operator 
not the oil company who would have the problem. 
No formal action taken by the Committee. 

Pesticides Duncan stated that Chapter 206 of the Code requires approval of 
the Chemical Technology Commission of any rules dealing with 
pesticides. The Commission gave unanimous approval to 10.31 

~ Motion 

at its September 10 meeting. The rule was revised after its 
publication under Notice to reflect recommendations of the 
Administrative Rules Co-ordinator. 

Responding to question by Schroeder, Duncan said she had no 
communication from the chemical and fertilizer interests. 
Stanley knew of some bee kill during the summer. 

Priebe asked Royce to advise him as to.whether the Department 
had exceeded their authority. Royce referred to Chapter 206 
and offered his opinion that the bee program did not seem to 
follow the philosophy behind the statute. 

Priebe moved to object to 10.31. 

Duncan quoted from §206.11 which enumerates unlawful acts which 
the Department is charged with enforcing. Royce noted that 
a criminal statute must be construed narrowly against the interest 
of the state and in favor of the citizens who may be subject to it. 
He could forsee a problem in applying the stringent reporting 
program on general statutory language. 

Duncan thought rules were needed to apprise the public of what 
would be considered unlawful. 

Oakley recalled a point he had made on the earlier version of 
the rules. It was his judgment that if the Department were going 
to proceed on the basis of the concept of notification, certain 
changes were needed and these were made. However, he had 
serious doubts from an administrative standpoint as to the work
ability of the program. In addition, he questioned the authority 
for the action. Finally, it was his understanding that the 
entomology division would have preferred to start with a voluntary 
program. 

Schoenbaum addressed the issue and urged that formal objection 
b& filed. Further, they shared reservations which had been 
expressed. Their association has develnped a voluntary program 
with the honey producers which is working well. Details of the 

Program were outlined in a document furnished Committee members. 
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Davitt addressed the Committe~ as a corn producer and declarJd 
it is imperative that he be allowed to use pesticides which are 
toxic to bees. He supported the rule as providing a responsible 
means for pest..:.cide use. 

Gustafson commented that bee kills occurred last year even though 
the voluntary program was in effect. He pointed out the value of 
bees to Iowa agriculture and was dubious that the voluntary plan 
would work. 

i 
Tieden was not sure the rule would help. Duncan reviewed the plan 
for registration of hives and notification procedures. 

Patchett found it to be of some concern that a substantial percentage 
of the applicators were not members of the association. 
He had mixed feelings about supporting the objection. 

Holden was convinced that a rule was unworkable. 

Duncan said most restricted pesticides would be used by commercial 
applicators. 

Schroeder called up the Priebe motion to object which was as follows: 

'I'he Administrative Rules Revie-w Cornmit·tec obj~cts to 
agriculture dGpartment rule 30--·10. 31 relating to applicu- U 
tion of pesticidGs toxic to bees on the gr~>unds the l.-ule is 
beyond the authority of the department. The rule appears 
as AH.C 0069 in Vol. II~ :thunber 3, IAB_, Aug~st 8, 1979. In 
essence the rule provides for mandatory repcrting system to 
be follov.red prior t.o the application of pesticides ha17mful 
to bees. It is the opinion of the commit·tee chupt(;~:C 206 of 
the Code reluting to pesticides neither implicit1y.or explic
itly authorizes such a program. Chapter 206 in essence 
establishes a licensing program for commercial applicator:s 
~nd is additionally designed to ensure that all applicatdrs 
use the product according to manufacturer's instructions. 
It does not contemplate a mandatory warning system prior to 
the use of these chemicals. 

The moti,.Jn carried with 5 ayes. Patchett voted "no 11
• 

The following rules of the Health Department were before the Com
mittee: 

HEALTH DEPARTMENT[470] r. 
Physical therapy examiners. public notice. 137.2(6) ARC 0452 •••••• J:. 'f' ............ ·. · · · .... · · · · · · ·. · · · · · · · · · · ·. · · .8/8/79 
Physical therapy, open meeting~. 1:J~.:lUII ARC 0·153 ••....••••.• ..,. ................... • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • •• 8/8/79 ~ 
Ps~:cholugy. examin.ers. upcn meetin.J.-.11', 1·10.:ll~~ ARC. 0·15~ .... :. r:. •. -~ •••••••••••••• •• • • • •• •• • • • • • • • • • • • • · • • • • • • • • • • ~8/8/79 
Ch1ropract1c cxa~mcrs. open mc~·llngs, l·l.l.a2 AR~ o~~5a .•..••••••• r. ... ~ ......... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·: ·. · · ~~~~IJ,9 
Optometry exammers. OIJcn mcetmgs, 14-t..WO AUC 04;,.& ................ r. ......... ·. · · · · .... · .. · · · · ... · · .. · .. · · · .. · · 9 
Cosmetoh,gists. continuing cllucation, 151.2(1), 151.2(5) ARC 0507 ••• f. ..... .., ...................................... fSL-/J 
Speech pathology and audiology aides. ch 157 ARC 0•161 ••••. .' ........ ··~~~r-·:·~::~::~· .. ·····~~~~:::::::::::::::~~~~8~9 
Cosmetology schools and cxuminatiuns. 1·19.:J( 1 ), 149.7 ARC 0506 • ·~ N. ..... 'N ....................... ~. · · · · · · · · · · .. · 8/22/79 
Certificate of nt>ed pro)!"ram. ch 202 ARC 0473 ..........................•. .1 ••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••.•••••• 8/8n9 
Certiricatl' of net>d program. summary review, 202.2(2), 202.5, (O~I_cm_e_r_g~n_cy ARC 0483 .. ·~r ...................... 8/22/79 
Certificate of need review, standards, 203.1, 20:!.2. 20:t4, 20:l.6 ARC 047•1 .................. J:;.. ........................ 8/8/79 
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The following persons were present for review of the rules: 
Peter Fox, Department of Health Hearing Officer; Grace West, Direc
tor of Cosmetology Division; Barbara Failor~ Board of Cosmetology; 
Cooper Parker, Health Facilities Officer; Joan Muldoon, Nursing 
Home Administrator; Neal VerHoef, Chairman, Board of Speech Pathology 

The first five items on the agenda were acceptable as published. 

Discussion of 151.2. Schroeder questioned West as to the authority 
to require cosmetology instructors to complete 16 hours of continuing 
education. West cited §157.8 of the Code as their authority and 
added that it is important for instructors to receive the additional 
training. 

Schroeder wondered if the rule would create problems for older 
instructors. He also thought larger schools would have an advantage. 
West could see no problem in either area. 

Holden opined that those most affected by the rule are probably 
unaware of it at this time. 

Discussion of license renewal period. 

Schroeder had been alerted to the 11 excessive cost" of the continuing 
education prog~am. West responded that the Board has no authority 
to set the cost. Schroeder recommended that they_ establish some 
maximum allowable amount. 

Tieden questioned the reason for changing from an option to a mandate 
the mannequin required for use during an examination--149.7. 
Department officials indicated it was very difficult to administer 
the examination when live models were permitted. Fox thought there 
was sufficient authority for the provision. 

Schroeder argued that such a rule would leave the Department open 
to challenge. Priebe preferred the option. Clark supported the 
Board's position. 

No formal action taken. 

Ver Hoef told the Committee that Chapter 157 had been clarified 
following the Notice. Modifications were made as recommended. 

Patchett asked if a certificate will be issued to signify that the 
individual is a qualified aide. When Ver Hoef replied in ~he nega
tive, Patchett wondered how qualification \..rould be verified for 
aides desiring to change jobs. Ver Hoef said request would come 
f~om the licensed person. He indicated they retain information 
with respect to prior employers. 
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Dr. Ronald Eckoff, Division of Community Health, 
I ·: 

represented tp.e ne·alth Department for review of amend-
ments to chapter 79 relat_ing to funds for home health ·. 
care. He noted the new rules update the amounts ~ 
appropriated for the current year and fiscal year 1980-81 
and, also, change deadlines in accordance with Senate 
File 487. 

Cooper Parker of the Health Department distributed:to 
Committee members a summary identifying changes in!the 
rules together with a brief explanation. Parker explained 
the new rules reflect some changes in the law made by 
the Legislature, some federal requirements and a year _ 
of experience with the law. Furthermore, he said the. 
certificate of need.rules have undergone extensive 
review having been in the public domain since February 
of 1978. 

Tieden reported some concern with regard to federal 
regulations which make it very difficult for hospLtals 

· and care facilities in smaller districts and almost 
·mandate they go out of existence. Parker reminded 
that these rules refer to standards to be applied for 
future expansion and they have no mechanism to shrink 
the sys.tem. In state health planning, Parker said 
they have to reference the federal guidelines, but they 
indicate those variances from the federal guidelines 
that will be instituted as policy in Iowa. 

In re 202.11{4), Clark urged an in writing statement 
be given whether or not an application for rehearing is 
granted. Royce pointed out that rule could cause some 
very serious problems if the hearing is not deemed 
denied at the proper time. · 

Parker described the process of developing the rules 
for standards for certificate of need review. 

I 

Sbhroeder questioned subrule 203.1(1)£(4} as to w~ether 
hospitals would be able to remodel and construct larger 
rooms. Parker responded there are specific rules which 
provide that, for instance, if there is an overbed in a 
particular county and a hospital wants to add a CT 
scanner, it prohibits the Health Systems Agency from 
reviewing anything except that scanner. 

In rule 203.2g, Clark questioned whether the word 
11 tranvenous.. was correct or should it be 11 trans venous •.•. 
Parker was unsure but would investigate. 

Clark called attention to 203.2(8) and 203.4(8) which 
make a vague reference to rights of patients and 
203.6(8) which refers to specific standards for 
patients' rights and responsibilities and was informed ~ 
by Parker there are no specific standards on the first 
two. Oakley was not satisfied with these references 
either and will pursue the question. 
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Oakley raised question concerning depreciation schedules in 
203.2(4) and 203.4(4). He wondered why it was acceptable in 
one area to use hospital association schedules and the other 
one regarding equipment was set. 

Parker said it had been proposed to refer to American Hospital 
Association schedules in both ins-tances but the Health Co
ordinating Council adopted the other procedure. 
Oakley urged caution in the area of financing. 

In re 203.4(2)b, Oakley asked that the specific federal 
guidelines be cited if it is meaningful to understanding. 
if not, omit the reference. 

Oakley referred to 203.4(S)b which says services should 
be provided to all patients regardless of their ability 
to pay and questioned the degree of enforcement in this 
area. Parker said the thrust was to say to the hospitals 
tha~ if there is a program available within the state in 
an institution which serves the medically indigent, they 
should make referrals there. Oakley will pursue 
clarification of this rule. 

NURSING Fox explained that 2.6(2) was intended·to prevent substitute 
HOME test takers and, also, would prevent persons from going to 
ADMINISTRA-surrounding states and completing the tests several times. 

TORS 
Discussion of requ~rements for an administrator revealed 
presently they must have an Associate of Arts Degree 
in health care administration. Priebe reported some 
administrators feel and he agree~ the requirement 
should be a four-y~ar certificate in health-related 
fields. and it is a necessity if there is to be 
reciprocity. 

In re 2.7(l)a, Holden inquired if NAB and PES are 
defined somewhere in the rules. If not, they should be. 

In response to Holden, Fox stated the Board allows the 
required bachelor's degree to be in any field. Priebe 
stressed the need for requiring a four-year degree in 
a health-related field. 

Oakley suggested either specifying what health-related 
field would mean or if they have a major in business 
administration they also must have a certain number 
of accredited hours in a health-related field • 

.. 
The consensus of the Committee was that the Board should 
take their concerns into consideration before these 
rules are filed. 

On a matter not before the Committee, Patchett asked if spot 
checks are made to determine if administrators are receiving 
.. kickback" on drugs and supplies. Further, he inquired as 
to wh~t sanctions might be imposed against administrators or 
suppll.ers. 
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NURSING HOME Although Fox had not been confronted with this 
ADMINISTRATORS situation, h~ stated it would appear to be unethical 
cont•a conduct and the Board would probably schedule a 

disciplinary hearing concerning the licensee. Spot 
checks are made only in the event of a complaint. 
Fox will research the question of possible action 
against a supplier and report to the Committee at a 
later time. 

ENGINEERING 
EXAMINERS 
4. 2 (6) 

Objection 

Motion 
Carried 

Tom Hanson, Counsel, and Harriet Wheeler, Acting 
Executive Secretary, represented the Engineering 
Examiners for review of amendments to 4.2(6) Discipline 
and professional conduct, filed and published IAB 
8/8/79. 

In response to Schroeder, Hanson explained there was a 
drafting error which necessitated making this change 
from three to five years, but the Board's decision was 
five. 

Patchett noted that by setting specific time limitation, 
it becomes a statute of limitations. Schroeder suggested 
dropping the specific limitation so that at any time 
the action could be brought inasmuch as the word 
11 reasonably" in the rule leaves it open indefinitely. 
Hanson thinks it is necessary for their own administra
tion to give people some guidance as to how they are 
going to operate. It is for the protection of the 
public and a protection against stale claims. ~/ 

Holden sees a parallel in Hanson's argument with the 
argument on product liability and professional liability 
and sees this as an effort to accomplish something that 
the Legislature has not seen fit to enact. 

Patchett moved the Committee object to Engineering 
Examiners rule 4.2(6} relating to discipline and 
professional conduct on the basis it is in excess of 
their authority. 

Oakley commented this rule is not a statute of limita
tions and doesn't place any appeal from a decision in 
any different light. Also, if the Committee objects 
to this rule, it does·not revert to three years but 
the end result is no rule. 

On short form vote, Patchett's motion to object carried. 
Tieden is record~d as vo.ting "No. " 

The following objection was prepared by Royce and 
published IAB 10/3/79: 

The Cc:rrnittec objects to E':ngi:lCcring 1.·ule 4. 2 (6), apr::cari.n'l ;t•:: i\lr. t1G4 
in II II~ 3 (H-8-7~l), on the gro'..:nds it cxc~cds U1c cJ.ut:bority o:· the.: 
lx:x:trd. 'fne rule i."l ef.fect c~tablisltes a f:or.ill o( st.JtU!"l:· or lirt:i t.~ticm; 
for the .iJllX>sition of lio:m~:-=--=~ di.scipli~1e. Ch.~ph.'r 114, ll".'J.l:cX"!,·· r·.T'I(.1.·.·r:rs 
the lx>ard to jl&f.'OSC licen!?e~ discipline on ccrtilin ~:pc.'Cifil.'<.l ~:r,>\:.;.1:;; i.t 
doos not np;_;car to co:-,tain any ti.Ire J.i.mitc"ltiuns for the ilq.:o~i.t..ion ot 
discipline. 
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The meeting was recessed at 12:20 p.m. by Chairman 
Schroeder. 
Meeting was reconvened at 1:30 p.m. All members present. 

I 

Odell McGhee, Hearing Officer, Environmental Quality Department~ 
was present for the following filed rules: 
Water quality standards, effluent limitations, 17.8(2), 

ARC 0517, 8/22/79 IAB 
Wastewater construction and operation permits, 19.2(10), 

ARC 0510, 8/8/79 IAB 
Contested cases, amendments to Chapter 55, 

ARC 0500, 8/22/79 

There was brief discussion but no recommendations were 
offered • 
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Thomas Mann, Jr., Executive Director, represented the Ci~il 
Rights commission for review of the following: 

Public accommodation, discrimination, 6.2(6), 7.2(1), 7.3, ~ 
ARC 0480, notice; pUblic accommodation, discrimination, 
1.1, 7.2(1), 7.3 rescinded, filed emergency, ARC 0481; 
both published in IAB 8/8/79; and discrimination in schools, 
ch 8, ARC 0435 (carried over from August meeting), pub
lished in IAB 7/25/79. 

Other persons in attendance included: Rachel Evans, Ch~ir
person, Evelyne R. Villines, Vice Chairperson, Lawson Tait 
Commins and Annette Pieper, commission members, Deborah 
Donaldson, Protection and Advocacy Division, and Louis 
Martin, Probable Cause Hearing Officer, all representing 
civil Rights Commission; Roger Maxwell, Board of Regents; 
Casey Mahon, Assistant to the President, and Christine H. B. 
Grant, Women's Athletic Director, University of Iowa; 
David J. Henry, Assistant to the President, and Charles L. 
Samuels, Affirmative Action Officer, Iowa State University; 
Harold B. Strever, Jr., University of Northern Iowa; 
Betty J. Durden, Special Assistant to the President for 
Equal Opportunity Programs, Drake University; Nancy Bergert, 
teacher and coach, Cedar Rapids Community Schools; Tim 
McCarthy, Executive Director, Iowa Catholic Conference; 
Joann Critelli, League of Women Voters of Iowa; David c. 
Johnston, United cerebral Palsy of Central Iowa; Lowell 
Craven, Governor's Committee on Employment of the Handi-
capped; Wayne cooley, Executive Director, Harold Isley, ~ 
Superintendent of Pleasantville Schools, David owens, Super
intendent of Schools, Wapsic Valley, all representing Iowa 
Girls H.S. Athletic Union; Joe Kelly, Kathleen Reimer, 
Kirk cunnipgham, Dennis Drake, Iowa Manufacturers Assn; 
and Peggy Burke, Iowa City. 

Mann briefly reviewed amendments relating to discrimination 
in public acccommodations wl1ich propose to define the term 
"public acconunodations 11 and determine what constitutes 
discrimination within the public realm. 

Schroeder asked Mann to cite their statutory authority for 
these rules and whether they are federally mandated. 

Mann stated they principally relied on section 601A.2(10) 
which def·ines "public accommodations" as their authority 
for 7.2(1) which merely illustrates the kind of. public 
operations that might be a public accommodation. Also, 
section 601A.7 would also constitute authority for the kind 
of prohibitions included in 7.2 and 7.3. In addition, 
Title VI of the civil Rights Act of 1964 contains the same 
general kind of prohibition against discrimination for those 
agencies receiving federal funds. 

schroeder suggested Mann proceed with an overview of 
chapters 7 and 8 at this time since they are interrelated 
before proceeding to general discussion by the committee. 
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In re chapter a--discrimination in schools, Mann pointed out 
the two provisions causing the most concern were athletics 
and financial .assistance, particularly, 8.14(4), which deals 
with the question of high school basketball. 

In response to Patchett, Mann recalled no specific reasons 
for leaving religious institutions out of these rules other 
than the fact that the statute itself states a pretty clear 
exemption for religious institutions where they do not fall 
within the parameter set out in section 601A.7. Mann con
curred the Commission's position is that in reading all of 
these rules (pUblic accommodations and chapter 8) that they 
should be read in conjunction with that religious exemption. 

Oakley asked Mann to comment on the impact of these rules 
in light of information available today regarding Title IX 
legislation concerning intercollegiate athletics. 

Mann referred to an article in The Des Moines Register which 
said the u.s. Commission on Civil Rights abandoned its earlier 
stand on Title IX rules (a section of the education amendments 
Act of 1972) which essentially prohibits sex discrimination 
in educational programs). The u.s. Commission had previously 
taken a position that educational institutions could do a 
phased-in program of increasing expenditures for women's 
athletics. In the past, the Department of Health, Education 
and Welfare had taken a position that educational institutions 
should expend their sports budget based on the participation 
of women in athletic programs within the school - a pro rata 
kind of expenditure. Today, the u.s. Commission took the 
position that the schools should spend moneys on a per capita 
enrollment basis. 

Mann is unsure of the legal impact. The u.s. commission on 
Civil Rights has no enforcement power. HEW enforces Title IX. 
To the extent that the u.s. Department of Civil Rigbts has 
any power, it has the power of persuasion, so that in his mind 
it isn't going to have any legal impact, but it may have the 
impact of encouraging HEW to revise its previous position. 

Chairman Schroeder opened the meeting to those persons who had 
expressed a desire to speak. The Committee then heard from 
other interested persons. 

As spokesperson for the Regents, Mahon re-emphasized their 
concerns presented at the July 10, 1979 meeting of this 
Committee. The Regents fully sUbscribe to the principles 
underlying the commission•s rules, but have serious concerns 
about conflicting governmental jurisdictions. 

Mahon contended the Iowa Legislature specifically omitted 
Regents• institutions when the amendments to chapter 601A 
were adopted in 1978 which, apparently, is the base for the 
Commission•s rules. Mahon expressed concern in re chapter 8 
rules which engraft a prohibition against discrimination 
based on disability in rules des-igned for· s-ex discrimination 
and urged the commission to work with the universities to 
develop rules related ~o the universities' problems and the 
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problems of the handicapped. 

Mahon stated the Regents• specific objection to 8.10(3) - ~ 
athletic scholarships - which would require them to provide, 
roughly, equivalent expenditures for scholarship awards for 
students of each sex in proportion to the number of each sex 
enrolled in school. As they understand the opinion of the 
u.s. civil Rights Commission referred to by Mann, they have 
amended their stand to prefer equal expenditures based on 
the numbers of students enrolled in athletics. In the case 
of the University of Iowa where 51 percent of the enrollment 
are women, the Commission's rules would require them to award 
51 percent of their scholarship moneys to women and in this 
context Mahon considered that to be unrealistic. 

Christine Grant expressed support for the concept of com
parable scholarships for men and women. However, because of 
past discrimination, there is not as much interest in athletics 
as they would like and time is needed to build up that interest. 
She suggested retention of the concept which she considers very 
important, but that a phase-in period be permitted to allow 
institutions to gradually accommodate the interest and ability 
of the students. 

On the basketball issue, Grant stated that athletic scholar
ships for women in Iowa are decreasing significantly. It 
was her feeling that surrounding states are catching up 
quickly with five-player ball and out-of-state wamen~ rather \.1 
than Iowa women, will be recruited by the University. 

Nancy Bergert, speaking as a teacher and coach, favored the 
five-woman basketball game. It was her opinion that girls 
should no longer be restricted from the full court movement 
which demands an agile, well-conditioned individual. She 
suggested that if the mandate for the six-player game remains, 
then it must also be mandated that colleges give instruction 
to coaches of the six-player game. 

David OWens supported six-player basketball because it pro
vides an opportunity for many more girls to participate who 
lack ability to play a more refined game. 

Joe Kelly made reference to previous statements filed with 
this Committee by the Iowa Manufacturers Association. (See 
minutes of 5/21/79 and 7/10/79.) Speaking for the Associa
tion, Kathleen Reimer stated the republication of these rules 
in the exact form, in effect, defeats the purpose of the 
Iowa Administrative Procedures Act to have public input. 
Reimer pointed out the CRC is attempting to avoid the 
objection that was placed on the rules by this Committee, and 
it is burdensome for interested groups to appear repeatedly. 

To supplement comments previously made on rules requiring 
job restructuring and job modification, Reimer cited t~o 
code sections, 601A.6, unnumbered paragraph, and 601D.2, 
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which she believed pertinent. She reiterated that the whole 
text of the Iowa civil Rights Act and the supplemental Act 
is to employ the handicapped on the same basis and that 
employers are not required to make these affirmative changes 
in jobs requiring job restructuring or modification which 
would not be permitted under the National Labor Relations 
Act without negotiations and in many cases employers are 
bound by those job descriptions. 

Reimer urged the committee to renew their objection to these 
rules. 

Dennis Drake requested that all prior comments, written and 
oral, letters, etc. be a part of the consideration of these 
rules. 

peggy Burke, speaking as a former coach and player, urged 
the separation of the arguments of those that seem to be 
supporting a business venture from those interested in 
supporting the educational opportunities of students. Burke 
presented arguments against six-woman basketball. She con
cluded the issue is whether the school systems in Iowa should 
be used to teach outdated skills and those only being taught 
to one-half of our school population, that being female. 

Tim McCarthy referred to the following prepared statement 
which was presented to the Committee: 

My name is Tim Mccarthy, and.- I an~· the Executive Director of the Iowa 
catholic Conference. I represent the Diocesan Superintendents of. Schools/ 
Education of the four cathol±c dioceses of Iowa, who are·responsible for the 
education of approximately 48,000 children in catholic schools. 

The four superintendents object to the proposed rules of the Iowa Civil 
Rights Commission in regard to "Public Accommodation, 'Discrimination" and 
noiscrimination in Schools, Chapter 8." 

t~ile the superintendents praise the basic purpose of the Iowa Civil 
law and the Commission--and hereby state that their mission, which is "to 
teach aS Jesu·s did, II iS COmpatible With the thruSt Of CiVil rights--they find 
that the proposed rules constitute burdens which are intolerable in principle. 
Private religious schools and ~eir parent boards must have the right and 
freedom to decide admissions as· they relate to marital or parental status. 
Also, these rules could well force private--non-state financed--schools to 
accept children with mental and physical disabilities at a cos~ that could 
put them out of existence. Very possibly there are constitutional issues as 
to freedom of religion in this type of rule. 

The proposed rules constitute legislation. There are already legislative 
definitions of '1public accommodation" at section 601A.2 (10) and "education 
institutions" at 601A.9. Neither of these definitions include private, 
religious schools. 

I request that the Iowa Civil Rights Commission, in their final rules, 
·just follow the existing statutory definitions and not attempt to expand their. 
authority by rewriting the present law. 
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McCarthy requested that the Committee again object to 
chapter 7 and, also, object to ch~pter 8. 

Betty Durden submitted ..... :the ·following statement concerning 
their· position on CR. rules : . .( . 

On behalf o~ 'nrake''Univ~rsity, I am rresenting commc'!nts and concerns 

rega~ding the proposed rules on discri~inatlon in pchools. As Special Assistant 

to the President for Equal Opportunity Prog~ams, I 1nonito~ Drake's practices and 

policies for compliance 'Jith the local, state and federal regulations in the civil 

rights area and coordinate Drake's handling of chaq;es and on-site rcviet.JN. 

To~ay I want to m~ke clear that I speak for. Drake not 'iu. oppos:i.::lon to anti-
,.: . 

discrimination but in cooperation ,.,ith the ICRC in its responsibility to develop 

rules t·rhicb ac-c::ur:ltely 1nterpr~t the requirements and intent nf Chapter 601A of tbe 

Code 0~ ~owa. I also t•dSh to stress the net!d for consistency wlth ::he~ feeler~! ru~ ·".;.S 

and :regulations cove~ing the s~me are·as. 
..... 

Drake University, through c;.·! Iowa Association of Iudepenclent CollegP.s and 
! - ·=-· 

Universities, is on record as oppo~ing the definition of public.'accommod~tions in 

Chapter 7, Discrimination in Public Accor.ir:1odations,'··240--7. Z(i). This listing of 
~ I 0 -' ... ' ... .... 0 <.:.I 

colleges and universities in a group:thg.of places which ~re op~n· t~, accept or solicit 

thepatronage of the general public- such as inns~·tavems, barrooms, drug stores, 
. ..., . 

bathhouses, barber shops, to nama only a fetJ - seems to defy common sense. Our legal 

COUt>.SeJ. believes that it exceeds the intent of the legislature and the uording of the 

law. The establishments named are so different in nature and purpose from colleges 

and universities that no general set of rules and regulations, no ntatter ho,., conscien

tiously t·Tri ttcn, can hope to be applicable to alL As you lt~otJ, the decision on that 

definition of public accommod~tioas hns be_en delayed by action of the 

Rules Review Corr~ittee. 

In the meantime, '"e are. todny considering Chapter 8, D,i.scrimination in School. 

The purpose of these rules is "t~ supplement rules contatned in Ch~pter 7, Disc~im

ination in Public Accommodations, and to provide specific guidance to schools on 

those acts or conchlct t~hich t-'ill be considered to be unfair or discrlmlnatory 

under the Ioto~a Civil Rights Act. n Since the coverage of colleges and universities 

is still under consideration, we are concerned that the final rules tdll be clear, 

enforceable and also consistent with the federal regulations. l~e 'appreciat~ this 

opportunity to have input on their dev~_lopmcnt~ . It; is in th~ spirit of cooperative· .· 
intent that we appear before you this morning to make our com."Tients·and suggestions. 
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It seems appropriate and relevant to co:nm~nt that Drake Univernity • ns \>ell 

as most other i=tstituticns of hi:gher education~ is covered by other ant.i-di.!:crimin.ltio:-. 

legislation whf.-ther or not it ·i~ co'l.:~red by IowA law as a public ncconunouati..1a. In 

regarcl to discr1n~ination on the basis of H·:ce~ t'l1e .arc covered by 'fitle VI of the 

Civil Rights Act of 196l,. ~le are covered 'by Title IX c,f the Education ,\menck:~nts of 

1972, which forbids discrimination on the basis of :.wx in any educati-onal program oa.· 

activity rccclvli.lg Federal financial assistance: Ue. are .mder the jurlsdiction of 

the De:3 Hoi11.es Human Rights Commission in the enforc£!n:ent of its ordinance. As an 

emplc,yer, yc nre covered by additional local, state and federal regulations covering 

every aspP.ct of our personnel policies. 

we are also covered by Section 50_4· of thE! Rehabil.itntion Act of 1973 llhich covers 

both physical andmenta::. d:i.cabilities. The pt:~ssit>le total cout of making changes to 

p~ysical pl~nts in order to comply ~ith the handicap ~egulations is stagge=in~, 

especi.aj.ly \'11hen all of these costs for private institutions must be financed through 

sc:udent tuitio:l and contrtbutions from alumni and friends. 

~·he pote::ntinl li.'tbility if four;d in violation of ~ny of these regulations is 

frif.httmh'&· t~'hat is even more frighten:i.ti3 i~; t'h~ increasing involveffl~nt of external 

agencies into the admin!.~tr<ltion of the in~t:i.tution. l-Ie are struggling vith tha 

adn'inistr.ativt~ and financial burdens of corr1pl:l.ancc wi.th rules .n.nd regulation$ fr:>~ 

every level of gove-rnment. Jl'or example, om.: Llisc-rir.tination in employn1ent case 

~.· 
was filed against Drake on August 30, 1973, as an internal grievance and also liilth 

HEtl and the I<>wn Civil Rights Cow.mission. It 1'11as j_nvestigatcd through Drake'~ 

internal grievanc~ procedure:. later by HEw, rcvie·wed by the Iowa Civil Right::; Comr.ti!l!:t:i,)H 

and finally closed by the St. Louis office of E£0C in a letter ~ated March 22, 1979. 

This one case cost us an incredible number of hours nnd some legal fees to prove that 

we },ad not discriminatP-d in the first t'lace. 

t.Jhat· the lCRC has .:~ttcmpted to clCJ in pl'opositlg this set of r.ulcs is to improve 

conditions for those individuals and gi·cups ,-,rho hnve suffereJ or are currently 

suffering from discriminntory practices. l~e do not believe these rules will ac(:O::&jllish 

that commendAble goal. 

To he more s~ecific about the concerns l.Je have with these proposed ruJ cs, l~t 

us examine them more closely. One ge~eral commen~ is that much of th~ langu~ge in 

these rules is f~om the fcder~l rules and regulations developed ~o cover Title IX 

enforcement. The other catec:;ories of i tlcgal discr.tmination have been added to that 

language ~ltich 'SJas intcwlerJ to deal '-'ith t;ex discrimination only. This results in 
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confusion, both as to intent and to acceptable procedures. Certainly 601A.9 Unfair 

~r discriminatory practices - education, relates only to discrimination on the basis 

of sex. If the rules are intended to relate to that section, then they shoul~_deal 

with sex discrimination only. ·They should also be consistent with the federal rea~lations 

on Title IX. 

It is well known that there are still unresolved questions regarding Title IX, 

particularly in the area of athletics. lie have had seven years of spirited debate 

regarding the meaning of certain rules and terms. It is still not decided at the 

federal level what equal opportlJ:nity for males and females means in athletic pro-

grams. There has been much discussion of the overwhelming financial cost of equali-

zing ?rograms and grantinz atltletic scholarships to women. A real constderation is 

the source of t1ie income but I see no such concern or alJareness of tha.t controversy 

in these rules 

8.10(3) athletic scholarships takes this extreme position. 

a. "To the extent that a school avards athletic scholarships or grants-in-aid, 

it cust provide roughly equival~nt expenditures for scholarship m-1ards for members 

of each sex in proportion to the number of stu<!~nt:; of each sex enrolled in~·" 

.Not the number involved in athletics or the number who uish to participate but based 

on the entire school population! I would guess no r.chool is presently in compliance 

trlth that rule. • 

Another general but very important concern \ohich \-te have tdth these proposed 

rules is the inclusion of mentul and physical disability in the Title IX languages. 

This fails to address the special need.s of the physically or men·tally handicapped · 

person. Also it does not give sufficient guidance to the school regarding compliance 

require~ents and methods. 

8.3(1) No school shall discriminate on the basis of race, creed, color, sex, 

national origin, religion, or physical or mental disability in admission or recruit-

ment except as provided by Section 8.15. (Section 8.15 allol-IS a school to taka 

affi~ative action.) 

An institution of higher education should not1 and Drake believes it doe~_not~ 

discrimin.1te in admi~sions on th~ basis of ract!, crt!ed, color, sex, ·national origin, 

or t:eligion. "-1e do, indeed, discriminate or. the basis of physical ·or wental 

disability. 1-7c do require certain physical abil:Lty for athletic programs and we do 
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require certain mental ·nbility nnd nclticvement ·for ndmission to both undergrndunte 

and graduate programs. In fact. we maintain that such decisions arc an essential 

part of higher education's mission. We believe that ·ue have the right and the duty 

to make such decisions and th.at we should not be placed in jeopardy of a suit on 

the basis of illegal discrimination. 

The federal regulations on Section 504, Nondiscrimination on tl1e Basis of 

Handicap, make clear that they are intended to relate to the "qualified11 individual. 

They explain that "qualified handicapped person" means: (1) with respect to 

emplo~ent, a handicapped person '~ho, t.,rith reasonable accommodation, can perform 

the essential functions of the job in question, (2) wlth respect to postsecondary 

and vocational education services, a handicapped person ,.,ho meets the acadE::mic or 

~echnical standards requisite to admission or participation in the recipient's 

education progr~~ or activity. 

I do not see any such qualifier in these rules, although the Act in 601A 

Unfair employment practices, specifies some limitations relating to the person's 

qualifications to perform a particular occupation. 

This blanket prohibition of aiscrimination on the basis of mental nnd physical 

disability is very difficult to interpret and can cause serious complications in 

attempting to confom to it. lie would have particular concern t-lit:I: 8.3(1) Ad:nis.=dons, 

8.3(2) Validity of admission criteria and 8.3(4) Nondiscriminatory re:::ruitr.tenc. 

Under 8.4(1) and 8.1•(2) ,.,e wonder if any special programs or services \vould be allo\o~ed. 

Similar concerns should be apparent in regard to 8.7 Access to course offerings and to 

8.8(1) Counseling and 8.8(2) Testing. 

Again we stress the fact that a nu~her of federal agencies have jurisdiction over 

higher education institutions, including Drake. In order for progress to be made in 

eliminating illegal discrimination, there must be clarity of meaning, uniformity 

of regulations, and if possible a reduction in the number of agencies with similar 

j~risdiction. We must be allowed to make administrative decisions necessary to 

c:arry out our chief mission, the education of our students. It is our hope that 

out of these hearings will come final rules which will lead to the goal we jointly 

seek, equality of opportunity for all individuals. 

Durden stressed their main concern is the multiplicity of 
coverage, the difference in procedure, the difference in 
interpretation ~nd, of course, the financial impact on their 
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procedures. Durden urged the Committee to consider the 
financial impact of these rules on educational institutions 
if they were considered "public accommodations ... 

David Johnston spoke of his difficulty in entering this 
building to present his situation and the problems of the 
handicapped. He supported the CR rules as originally 
presented. 

Harold Isley referred to a statement by Wayne Duke, Com
missioner of the Big Ten, and indicated in the Pleasantville 
school the six-player game fits their aims and objectives 
and they have a high degree of participation. He would 
dislike to see a change to something that is uncertain. 

Wayne cooley addressed the Committee in re the controversy 
surrounding the basketball rule codification factor. He 
said that consistently the federal government has held in 
favor of that which the Iowa girl holds to be essential to 
her welfare, i.e. present and past basketball rule codifica
tion. He used as an example the two tests that have in
volved the proponents of the six-player game. The first, 
a judicial test wherein the I.H.S.G.A.U. stood as a friend 
of the defendant to the State of Tennessee through the 
judicial process. The defendant did win and the 8th 
Circuit court of Appeals, leaving the six-player game free 
of the charge of discrimination. 

The second pursuit cooley mentioned was the federal admin- ~ 
istrative process which was the test solely identified with 
the I.H.S.G.A.U. by HEW. The outcome as to whether or not 
there was discrimination involved was that HEW indicated 
congress did not intend to authorize the federal government 
to dictate that a school cannot offer six-player, half-court 
basketball. 

cooley pointed out that in two tests there was ipso facto 
judgment that the six-player game has not been a factor cf 
discrimination. Cooley denied emphatically that there exists 
any discrimination adversely affecting the Iowa girl. 

chairman Schroeder asked oakley to respond to comments as to 
the reason for an apparent duplication of a previous sub
mission. 

Oakley focused on what he considered to be the most important 
issues before this committee. He spoke of the legislative 
mandate with which CRC must comply and the economics of 
compliance confronted by industry and schuols. Even those 
who subscribe to the concept find it difficult to accept the 
definition mandate by CRC. oakley continued that large school 
athletics likewise deal with millions of dollars and certainly 
investment in the very successful six-girl basketball in' this 
state is well known; and understandably the economic account- ~ 
ability influences the reaction to this~ 
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Oakley thought it was important to note the CRC had, in 
good faith, determined its mandate. He observed its 
constraints are not the same as those of people respond
ing to it. 

He recalled that some of these rules were published under 
notice last December to allow time for public comment, 
but little interest was expressed, and those rules were 
filed. Additional rules - Chapter 8 on discrimination in 
schools - which is really a compilation of those rules 
applicable to education, were proposed. 

Oakley explained that at the request of the Governor, 
CRC renoticed the subject of public accommodations, using 
the same language they had adopted initially, and also 
rules dealing with employment discrimination. Oakley 
reasoned that the proposal for 6.2(6)a(2) was a nullity 
since the Commission had not rescinded the existing language. 

Oakley focused on four areas for Committee consideration. 
In the area of public accommodations in education, they 
might want to explore the area of determining, for example, 
for an educational institution whether some of its functions 
are in fact public accommodations and some are not a possible 
middle ground. There are some noneducational functions that 
are carried on by educational institutions which fall in the 

.:more classic definition of public accommodation, but those 
dealing with certain criteria for academic achievement, 
certain scholarships, etc. which may fall outside the 
definition of public accommodation, appropriately so. 

Secondly, explore the relationship of federal regulation to 
these state rules to determine the gap CRC feels obligated 
to fill. 

Questions of jurisdiction are particularly important. 

A third area would be review of HEW's definition in Title IX 
re discrimination in athletic~. Important issues would be 
distribution of financial aid and rules of the game. 

Oakley was interested in knowing the Commission reaction 
if 8.14(4) were to be deleted • 

. In conclusion, oakley asked Mann to apprise the group of 
any public hearings anticipated on the proposals. 

Schroeder recognized Royce who addressed the question of 
legalities of deciding rules of the game for girls• basket
ball - the five-player game. Under 601A.9, there is broad 
power to declare as discriminatory any practice that denies 
comparable opportunity, but 280.13 of the code authority 
to determine the rules of the game is vested in the D.P.I. 
He posed the question: Does commission action to declare 
six-girl basketball as being discriminatory usurp a power 
that by statute seems to be vested in the D.P.I.? 
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I Mann responded to Oakley question. He recalled that tbe 
commission was willing to allow for additional input a$ 
suggested by the Governor. 

They decided, however, to wait until comments had been 
received before drafting final language.· 

Mann stated that the issue of 6.~ being a nullity was never 
considered but the point was well taken. 

Discussion of fact that the Governor has no veto power 
over 6.2 as presented at this time. 

Schroeder urged the commission to take action to correct 
the rules so all will be subject to more input. 

Patchett and Priebe made the point that the job restructuring 
aspect of the rule had been objected to by this Committee. 

! 
Holden noted that it·was pointed out to the Committee at 
the time they voted objection to the rule that time fot 
veto by the Governor had expired. I 

Mann considered it presumptuous at this point to assume that 
their amendment was a nullity, because the commission had 
not reviewed it in conjunction with the latest input. 

Schroeder took the position that chapter 6 should not have 
been treated differently than the other amendments. It ~ 
was his understanding that the entire 11 pa«:kage 11 was to be 
resUbmitted for consideration. It had been more difficult 
to realize the ramifications when amendments were reviewed 
in segments. 

Tieden concurred with Schroeder. 

Mann addressed question raised earlier by Oakley. Proposed 
rules that deal with the sUbject of education are based on 
the broad public accommodations definition in section 
601A.2 of the code. He added that the question of dist 
crimination is always dependent upon the facts in a particular 
case. Mann thought it would be very difficult to itemize 
all of the services that are provided by an educational 
institution and attempt to determine whether or not they 
are within the parameters of the Act. consequently, you 
adopt a general rule that applies - that sets legal parameters 
and ·then you deal with this question of discrimination the 
way any court would, based on the facts of any given case •. 

Oakley observed that the Commission had obviously done a 
considerable amount of research and investigation, to 
decide prima facie that five on five basketball must be 
offered, i.e. six-girl basketball is discriminatory. 

~ 
Mann wanted to make it clear that he was not suggesting that 
many activities of an educational institution should be 
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excluded under the CR administrative rules. They may be 
excluded under action by the Iowa state legislature and 
the CRC has a mandate to follow the statute. 

Mann thought that the question of whether different services 
of an educational institution might be excepted from the 
parameters of the Act is more properly a question for the 
legislature to respond to than it is a question for the 
CRC to attempt to deal with by administrative rule. 

Patchett had become convinced since the last meeting that 
the commission•s interpretation that colleges, universities, 
etc. are included in the definition of public accommoda
tions was a fairly reasonable one. He concurred in Oakley's 
concern that certain aspects of their operations do not 
mesh together neatly with other kinds of discrimination in 
other kinds of public accommodations. 

P.atchett continued that when you speak of absolute right to 
equal athletic participation completely apart from physical 
disability, any denial is discrimination under the rule and 
he had 15 or 20 different individual aspects of that. He 
thought CRC had no choice but to carry out their marldate but 
suggested it would be appropriate to more finely tune those 
rules applying to colleges and universities to their unique 
functions. 

Patchett also thought it would be helpful to include in the 
rules some specific references to the religious exemptions. 
He raised as an issue the rule dealing with equal expend~tures 
for athletic scholarships. He recalled that when the Educa
tion Committee developed the new bill on sex discrimination in 
elementary and secondary education, a very deliberate effort 
was made to move away from the idea of equal funding, equal 
dollars in terms of scholarships and toward the concept of com
parable opportunity. Patchett took the position that equal op
portunity to participate in sports does not necessarily mean 
spending the same amount, either for a particular sports pro
gram or scholarships. Application of CRC rule on scholarships 
seemed to him to have the effect of forcing the University of 
Iowa and Iowa State University to withdraw from the Big Ten 
and Big Eight Athletic Conferences, respectively. 

With reference to basketball, Mann reiterated their rule was 
mandated by statute and irrespective of the rules, there was 
authority for an administrative hearing officer to determine 
the legality or illegality of that question. 

Patchett offered his opinion re question raised by Royce con
cerning general autho~ity of DPI over rules of interscholastic 
athletic competition. It seemed to him that CRC probably 
had authority to deal with that aspect of the rules. 

Patchett then turned to the matter of job restructuring ·{6. 2.(6)) 
which ·had been considered and objected to by this Committee 
at a previous meeting. He noted the two aspects of the rule--
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one to make facilities accessible to handicapped and the second 
aspect requires job restructuring. The Committee objected to !the 
second aspect because it was their judgment that §601A.6(l)a does 
not require--in fact, would prohibit, the Commission from r;quiring 
job restructuring or modification as an element of whether or not 
it was discrimination. 

• 

Mann responded:'- 11 The last point re reasqnable accommodation andre
quirements of §601A.6, the CRC drafted its rule to be not inconsistent 
with federal requirements. The Rehabilitation Act of 1973, regulations 
503 and 504, requires reasonable accommodation of the known disabili
ties of an applicant or present emplo¥ee. Their previous rule on 
this subject was revised in an attempt to harmonize the state and 
federal requirements. 

Royce questioned Mann as to whether Iowa statute was more 11 alll-in·· 
elusive of employers than t.he federal statute .. and Mann replidd in 
the affirmative. 1 

In response to further question by Royce, Mann said that for a short 
penbd of time, many Iowa employers would be subject to state-imposed 
restrictions when they had not been subject to those by federal rule. 
Mann continued that clearly more employees are included u~der coverage 
of the state Act. However, it was his understanding that Congress 
is moving in the direction of Iowa law. 

r 

Patchett asked the Commission to review their rules.on disabilities 
in educational institutions as to the inconsistency with federal 
regulation 504. 
Mann said that federal rules--essentially Title IX--deal only with 
sex discrimination. Iowa law includes sex, as well as age, race, 
disability, and a number of others. Consequently, CRC had to draft 
a rule broad enough to include those other protected classes. 

Holden noted it was difficult to deal with so many issues and he 
selected two to discuss. Re the matter of public accommodation as 
it applies to schools was a problem to him. It was his positibn that 
public facilities must comply with the same requirements that are 
imposed upon private employers or private institutions. However, 
he considered Oakley•s proposal to be reasonable and he was sympathetic 
with McCarthy and Durden. He was inclined to believe the r.ule 
might be in conflict with the statutory definition of public accommoda
tion. 

Mann took the position that §601A.2 sets out an extremely broad 
defirition of public accommodation which includes private institutions. 
CRC relied on general rules of statutory construction which says 
you give a word its ordinary meanin~. In resea~ching.the.def~nition~ 
of 11 service 11

, CRC concluded that pr~vate educat~onal ~nst~tut~ons 
clearly fall within the parameters of that definitaon. If they are 
not bo be included, it seemed to Mann this would a legislative matter. 
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CIVIL Holden wondered about the language: .. Public accommodation shall not 
RIGHTS mean any bona fide private ciub or other place, establishment, or 
Cont'd facility which is by its nature distinctly priva,te ••• " Mann read on: 

'..I 11 except when such distinctly private place, establishment, or facility 
caters or offers services, facilities, or gooas to the general public .. 
He pointed out that many of these private institutions do offer serv
ices to the general public. Those which would not permit anyone to 
apply or be admitted or benefit from their services would not be in
cluded under the statute and would not be in the rule. 
Holden opined that they were on "much shakier ground than in publicly 
funded facilities and disagreed that they should be brought under this. 

It was disturbing to Holden that the CRC had become so involved in 
girls' basketball issue. It seemed as ridiculous to him as arguing 
whether someone ought to be offered rugby 'experiences• because they 
want to attend a chiropractic college where there is a rugby program. 
The responsibility should be left to each school--right down to the 
local system. He maintained that if there ever was an issue that 
a local school system and school board ought to have the right to 
decide, this would be one. He favored a statute specifically placing 
this within the province of the local school board. 

Mann agreed legislation was needed if that type of discrimination 
were to be excluded--at this time it is not a discretionary matter, 
in his opinion. 

Tieden asked for explanation as to why there was no option between 
five and six member teams. He thought it was a matter of interpreta
tion which was one of the problems. 

Mann cited §601A.9(2) which in part addresses the area of comparable 
opportunities to participate in athletics on the basis of sex. 
He also clarified that ICRC is not attempting to enfor.ce Title IX--a 
federal statute. He added that Title IX merely placed a negative 
prohibition that educational instiutions could not discriminate on 
the basis of sex. Section 601A.9 has both--the negative prohibition, 
as well as placing an affirmative duty upon institutions to provide 
comparable opportunities for participation in athletics. There is 
a greater responsibility on the state law. 

·Mann continued that after you have made the legal analysis of what to 
require of the comparable opportunities is a factual question. Does 
five-player ba·sketb~ll deny comparable opportunities for females who 
participate as opposed to men who participate? 

Tieden observed that at the high school level more opportunity is 
afforded to more individuals with six players. 

Mann explained the Civil Rights analysis_is not women against women 

but women against men. CRC is· not interested in rules of the game,only 
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to the extent that they have a discr.ininatory impact. Further, 1they 
are attempting to set rules under chapter 280 of the Code. If\ 
greater opportunities are available to men but not to women because
tgey play the six on six as opposed to five on five, that wou~d be · \.,.) 
differential treatment between the two sexes. · ·:~ 

Tieden asked if CRC was completely disregarding decisions by the su
preme Court, Court of Appeals and HEW. Mann said these decisions 
dealt with Title IX which does not require comparable opportunities. 

Clark considered Holden's illustration on rugby to be beside the point. 
She contended that "if six-person ball is so great then we~are really 
cheating a bunch of boys... She was sure there were boys who c6uld 
not shoot well but could guard well. They are not getting a chanqe 
with "five-man ball" because of that and yet nobody considers them 
"deprived." If you are providing "more opportunities to girls .with 
six-player ball, you should be doing it for the boys," she saiq. 
She observed that "We participate where we are allowed to " and if 
we went to a five-girl team, it was her opinion that participation 
would be just as high. 

Clark was vehemently opposed to any effort to forbid six-person ball. 
However, she was equally against mandating it. She preferred a pro
cedure to allow a choice and that both must be offered. 

Re the issue of job restructuring, Clark thought the rule was un
realistic. She made it clear she concurred with making buildings 
and work places accessible to all but she feared job restructuring 
would place tremendous hardship on most businesses. She noted that 
many big businesses operate on small profit margin and this fact 
should be addressed in the rulemaking. 

Mann referred again to the broad language in §601A.2. 

Clark commented on the issue of whether universities come under defini
tion of "public accommodation ... She said that they simply are not 
open to the "general public"--a restaurant would come under th~ defini
tion. 

Mann: "It's general public to the extent that any one who 
wants-to avail themselves of the services or faciliti~s 
provided by that establishment can a.vail themselves of it 
simply by following the rules of the establishment wh:i.ch 
is to say that all you are going to have to do .is to apply 
for that school. They are either admitted or denied 
admittance Lased upon the rules, but at any rate there are 
rules set up and anyone \vho complies with the rules , who 
fits within all the parameters of the rules can be permitted 
to enter and receive the services of that institution and to 
the extent that they offer it to everybody at large they 
constitute a public accommodation. · 

On the othe~ hand if they were to say that we are a private 
school and only thoS(:'! persons \-Tho have joined our organiza-
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· tion, for example, if Drake University would limit entrance 
to those individuals who po3sibly had joined as a kind of 
private club situation and were not per.mitting anyone ~t 
large, anyone from the general public,to come and apply, 
then it seems to me that they would be excluded from the 

.statute. They would be distinctly private in nature. They 
·would be operating as a private·institution and I think 
that's the kind of exception that's generally not included. 

It's a very difficult responsibility to try to enforc~ the 
statute in the first place and then attempt to determ~ne 
what was meant by the legislature in enforcing that statute 
becomes even more difficult. To some extent we have some 
help. The rules of statutory.construction, in particular 
section 601A.l9, says that the rights Act is to be construed 
broadly. It tells the CRC that you have to give the ~tatute 
the most liberal interpretation, that is a legislative 
stated expressed intent. In doing so, the Rights Commission 
when it attempts to draft rules or when it attempts to 
issue a decision must give the most liberal interpretation. 
And the most liberal interpretation is that a private 
educational institution comes within the definition of 
public accommodation ... 

Clark referred to 8.4(2) "h" --specific pr011ibitions re school programs 
and activities--as being "a catch-all." Re 8.5--housing--Clark in
terpreted "including housing provided only to married students" to 
mean that a school could not have housing just for married students. 

Mann made a general statement concerning their rules. Chapter 6 
on_;~ reasonable accommodation were .finalized after the Commission had 
considered many comments on them. However, Chapter ?--public accommo
dations-- and Chapter 8 on educational institutions are initial 
drafts which will be revised when the Commission has had ample time 
to review all recommendations concerning the rules. Mann recognized 
an advantage of the rules review process is that ultimately someone 
will point out deficiencies in the proposals and they anticipated 
this. They rely on expertise of the various factions. 

Clark suggested that the Commission review 8.3 for clarification. 
At this juncture, it seemed to her they were admitting that affirmative 
action is discriminatory. 

Mann referred to 8.15 which provides that a school may take affirmative 
action to overcome the effects of conditions which resulted in limited 
participation by persons based on race, sex, etc. It would essentially 
permit affirmative action. 

Discussion of the status of Committee objection to Chapter 7 and it 
was noted that 7.2(1) and 7.3 were delayed 45 days into the next GA 
but Chapter 7 was later withdrawn by the Commission and resubmitted, 
thus, nullifying the delaying action. 

Responding to question as to the number of states participating in 
six-girl basketball, Cooley said that assuming all states play--
he was unsure about Hawaii and Alaska--there are two, Oklahoma and Iowa. 
He then cited statistics concerning the matter. 
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Prfebe noted other types of possible discrimination--players who --:.. 
are of shorter stature . ,A·ho probably won • t make the team. 
He concluded that the issue \',as of such magnitude that it should be 
decided by the entire legislative body. ~ 

Mann did not disagree with that position. 

Burke commented on figures compiled by Cooley as being misleading 
and pointed out it is important to consiqer the number of participants 
who one could expect to aspire to college athletes. 

At the request of Patchett, Owens outlined the composition o~ the 
athletic union: A board of directors is elected by the general con
stituency and a representative council advisory group serves under 
it. For each sport, there are advisors selected from a constituency 
of coaches and officials. OWens thought all of the 445 school dist
ricts were members of the athletic union. Patchett also learned 
that very few women are involved in the governing structure-
advisory committees are 46.9% women, the board of directors has 25% 
and the representative council which is advisory to the board of 
directors is entirely male. 

Patchett questioned OWens further as to the likelihood of a few schools 
deciding to play 5-person basketball and what ramifications would this 
have. Owens admitted this would be a problem since they obviously 
could not play a five-player game in a six-player tournament. j 

These schools would be allowed to participate in other athletic unior~ 
sanctioned activities, however. Patchett was told that it would be ~ 
the representative constituency--the 445 school officials who would 
vote on whether to play five or six-person basketball. Owens em
phasized that this type of vote would never take place, however. 
No superintendent would make this decision without discussing it 
with those involved--coaches,school boards and even parents, OWens 
said. 

Clark could visualize that given a choice, some schools may well 
decide to move toward five-girl ball and she wondered if there lwere 
unything in the system which would tend to "squelch that proce~s." 
Union officials declared there would not and added that their function 
is to encourage rather than punish. 

Chairman Schroeder expressed appreciation to the Commission members 
and staff for their participation at today's meeting. He urged 
them to seriously consider rescission of the Chapter 6 amendments 
and resubmitting them to allow to input from interested persons as 
they did on their other amendments. 

Oakley also thanked all concerned for their co-operation. 

ehairman Schroeder told the Committee that Royce and Oakley had 
recommended employing a law student to review several cases with 
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respect to Civil Rights rules and he had tentatively authorized 
a $500 expenditure for this project. There were no objections. 
So ordered. 

The following rules were acceptable as published: 
AGING. CO~IMISSION ON[20] F -

Elderly C:lre program. ch 8 ,\ nc 0472. also filed emergency A nc 0471 • N .... ~- ..... t-: ................••. . 8/B/19 
·Elderly care pro~rarn. defining "local match", 8.1(9) AHC 0-185, also filed emergency AUC 0484 ••.•....•• 8/2'.!./79 . -

DENTAL EXA1~1INERS[~tW) 
Auxiliary person riel, unauthorized ,,ractice. 20.2(2)"g.. ARC (1518 ..... f. .......................... : ......... 8/22/79 

EGG COUNCIL, IO\VA[345] . 
Excise t..'lx, 4.1 AllC 0·14 7 ..•.... f .. :............................................. . 8''8/79 . . ........... , .. . . . . . . . . '/' 

EMPLOYMENT SECURITY[370) 
. Public cmployt·c~ rcti~;ment systt!rn. 8.4(3), 8.5(1). 8.~(5). 8.8(4). 8.11(3-G), 8.13(2,3.6,7). 8.15, 8.18(1), 

~t19(4.5) AHC O·H>- ...... F....................................... . S/S/79 1-~cderal social security, 9.2, 9.3, 9.·1(2.3), 9.5(1). 9.6(1-G), 9.7(2,3) ,\RC o:i6a·:::F.::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::818179 
MERIT E~tPLOYME~T OEPART~IE~T[5i0} 

Long-term cli~ability and worker's compensation. I.i(51), 1.1(52), 4.5(l)"c''(1,2), 14.6(3) ARC 0487 .. t\J ........ 8/22179 

Eli~iblc li$ts. G.l. 6.3, 6.5, 6.6(1.~~-9). 6.7. G.S AHC (H88 ... f. .............................................. 8/22/79 
Olympic competition leave. 1·1.11 AHC O-JS9 ................ f. .......................... ~." ............ ~ .. 8/22/79 

'TRANSPOI~TATION, IH:PARTi\IE~rr OF[o~OJ 
1'~mt)Or:try n•Jdstratiun for unn·~~islN't•tl \'t•hic.·lcs.[07.1•') 1.15 AHC 0505 •• t'J .......... , ............ , . '· .. ~. N/'.!..~!f7!J 

Minutes Holden moved to dispense with reading of minutes of the August 
meeting and that they stand approved. Carried viva voce. 

ADJOURN- Chairman Schroeder adjourned the meeting at 4:45p.m. The next 
\.}MENT regular meeting will be held Tuesday and Wednesday, October 9 

and 10, 1979. 

APPROVED 

~~~L~ 
-17. £. Chairman 

DATE __ !_o_-...... /....,6_-..... 7_9 _____ _ 
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Respectfully submitted, 

~¥,[;_~ .4~Uf-
(Mr~hyllis Bdfry, Secretary 
Joyann Benoit, Assistant 


